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Abstract

The thesis examines the role of influence in Weems’s Constructing
History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment (2008) through a series of close readings
and appropriative acts that blend critical analysis and creative writing. The close
readings illustrate the influence of other artists, media, genres, and histories,
which Weems uses to construct a historical continuity that validates and inserts
people previously left out of history. The appropriations mimic Weems’s process
and applies them to academic writing through the placement of images, an
imagined script, and paratext. By doing so, I insert Weems, myself, other people,
Constructing History and other works by Weems, science, art, music, literature,
religion, and histories into the body of the thesis. The result is a thesis whose form
is also the content, expressing and embodying Weems’s use of influence to
rethink, re-see, re-experience, and re-witness the past.
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Prologue

During a trip to Roslyn, Virginia sometime in the late 90s I found myself facing
the past in a new way. Standing within the Newseum, I encountered a stream of televised
news moments; some, I had been alive to remember; others that happened before I
existed. The stream came through a series of monitors mounted high on a wall as a
continuous montage of news footage pieced together from multiple sources ranging
through multiple decades. The images were displayed out of sync, creating the illusion
that the repeated images were moving across the wall from left to right jumping in time,
locations, and subjects.
My previous readings and understanding of these images were challenged by the
change in my location and attitude. I re-saw the stream as part of a larger continuity, a
greater narrative that I had only recognized as distant images on the television screen at
home and in textbooks. Looking up, I could feel these moments from somewhere deep
and unknown. The weight of all that history, the joys and pain, blended as I felt the scale
of it. I stood there, frozen, on the verge of tears, not wanting to look away.

DISSOLVE TO
INT: WHITE ROOM—MORNING
Carrie Mae Weems sits on mustard colored Saarinen chair.

Filtered morning light illuminates her. Behind her are two
large photographs of silhouettes, recalling a not too

distant past of the American South. Scattered across the
floor are books and old LPs. In the background Aretha
Franklin sings “Gentle on My Mind.”

CARRIE MAE WEEMS (V.O.)
Practice and theory
real and imagined
mind and body

influence and consequence
past, present, and future
abstract and concrete

personal and universal
art and religion

profane and sacred

Psalms and the Blues
Mozart and Aretha

Introduction

Art is here to prove, and to help one bear, the fact that all safety is an illusion.
—Baldwin, James
From “The Artist’s Struggle for Integrity” in The Cross of Redemption, 1963
A Main tenet of Black Power is the necessity for Black people to define the
world in their own terms. The Black artist has made the same point in the
context of aesthetics.
—Larry Neal
From “The Black Arts Movement”, 1968
Memories and recollections won’t give me total access to the unwritten interior
life of these people. Only the act of the imagination can help me.
—Toni Morrison
From “The Site of Memory” in Inventing the Truth: The Art and Craft of
Memoir, 1987
The content is so powerful that the content is the form.
—Jamaica Kincaid
From Live Ideas keynote panel discussion, 2014
I start my day, almost every day with other artists. Understanding that I'm
influenced by them, that I'm moved by them, that I learn from them, that other
artists have done amazing things that ground me, assist me in focusing my
energy and understanding what has gone before, what is happening around us,
all of us.
—Carrie Mae Weems
From Carrie Mae Weems: A History of Violence, Heave, 2019
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Act 1
With Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment (2008), Carrie Mae
Weems works collaboratively with college students from the Savannah College of Art
and Design to weave a redemptive narrative that connects the ascension of Obama 1 and
Clinton as Presidential candidates to the terror and violence surrounding 1968 (the
assassination of Martin Luther King Jr.) and the years around it—from Hiroshima to Kent
State. Together, they appropriate iconic civil-rights era photos by reenacting them and
then filming and photographing the constructions. This transforms the once static
photographs into living documents of history, 2 resulting in a series of new photographs
and short film that form a narrative directly connecting the actions of the past to the
formation of the present.
The thesis examines Constructing History through analysis and practice that
blends close reading with appropriation. The close readings reveal Weems’s syncretic
process, drawing attention to the many genres, media, artists, narratives, and histories that
influence her work and how she connects them. Whereas, through appropriation I insert
Constructing History and Weems into the thesis via an imagined script. Through the
script, I recreate the production and the spoken word narration (see Transcription, p. 186)
to demonstrate how Weems can influence academic writing, using my own as a model.

1
Weems states that “this incredible tumultuous brutal history is absolutely what makes him
[Obama] possible. That he could not be in that position without the death of all those people; and, so, that
he is literally standing on the ashes and the spirit of all those things that have come before.” From
“Compassion” (00:30:16-00:30:38).
2
Carnegie and McCabe, “Re-Enactment Events and Tourism: Meaning, Authenticity and
Identity,” 356.

3

Both approaches illustrate one of Weems’s principles that “it’s all about the
influence.” 3 It is found throughout Constructing History in the ever shifting connections
she makes between seemingly disparate objects or actions to the next; however, more
importantly, it is found through the connections created between individuals from across
wide spans of geography, cultures, and time periods. She tethers them through their
shared human condition of pain and then inserts them within multiple contexts that have
primarily excluded them. Through these connections of influence, Weems constructs her
own evidence of historical continuity and communal ancestral lineage.

3

Spotlight Lecture (00:10:08).
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Figure 1 left Aamir Qureshi. 1999. former premier and present opposition leader of Pakistan Benazir
Bhutto waves to her supporters during a rally organised by the newsmen against the government in the port
city of Karachi. Aamir Qureshi /AFP via Getty Images. New York Times,
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/08/31/briefing/texas-wells-fargo-russia.html.
Figure 2 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Fall of Bhutto (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Carrie Mae Weems, http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/history.html.

Figure 3 left Victor Hugo King. 1963. John F. Kennedy motorcade, Dallas, Texas, Nov. 22, 1963.
Photograph. Library of Congress, http://loc.gov/pictures/resource/cph.3c34844/.
Figure 4 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The First Major Blow (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Art 21, https://art21.org/gallery/carrie-mae-weems-artwork-survey-2000s/#9.

5

Figure 5 left David Pickoff. 1970. Angela Davis escorted by two FBI agents. Photograph. Associated
Press / Black Power in American Memory, http://blackpower.web.unc.edu/2017/04/the-prison-industrialcomplex-and-black-power/.
Figure 6 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Capture of Angela (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Goodman Gallery. https://www.artsy.net/artwork/carrie-mae-weems-the-capture-of-angela.

Figure 7 right 1968. James Earl Ray had stood in the bathtub of a shared bathroom in Bessie Brewer's
Rooming House and balanced the rifle on the window ledge when he shot Martin Luther King. American
Experience, Corbis Images, https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/memphis-manhunt/.
Figure 8 left Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Assassin’s Bullet (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Artland, https://www.artland.com/artworks/carrie-mae-weems-an-assassins-bullet.
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Figure 9 right Edward T. Adams. 1968. Saigon Execution. Photograph. New York Times /Associated
Press, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/01/world/asia/vietnam-execution-photo.html.
Figure 10 left Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Execution of Innocence (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Art 21, https://art21.org/gallery/carrie-mae-weems-artwork-survey-2000s/#8.

Figure 11 left John Filo. May 4, 1970. Kent State—girl screaming and dead body. Photograph. Associated
Press, https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_9499793816.
Figure 12 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Suspended Disbelief (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Goodman Gallery. https://www.artsy.net/artwork/carrie-mae-weems-suspended-belief.

7

Figure 13 top Joseph Luow. 1968. Civil rights leader Andrew Young (L) & others on balcony of Lorraine
Motel pointing in direction of assailant after assassination of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
body lying at their feet. New Yorker / The Life Images Collection via Getty Images,
https://www.newyorker.com/news/news-desk/the-lorraine-motel-and-martin-luther-king.
Video 1 bottom Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the
Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

8

Figure 14 left 1965. Yuri Kochiyama holds Malcolm X’s head as Betty Shabazz leans over him. Harlem.
Photograph. LIFE Magazine. https://books.google.com/books?id=KkEEAAAAMBAJ&
printsec=frontcover&source=gbs_ge_summary_r&cad=0#v=onepage&q&f=false.
Figure 15 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Assassination of Medgar, Malcolm, and Martin
(Constructing History Series). Photograph. Goodman Gallery. https://www.goodmangallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems.

Figure 16 left Bill Eppridge. 1968. Assassination of Robert Kennedy, June 1968. Photograph. The Life
Picture Collection. Eppridge, Bill. A Time it Was. New York: Abrams, 2008. Print.
Figure 17 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. As Fate Would Have it (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Goodman Gallery, https://www.goodman-gallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems.
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Figure 18 left Eugene W. Smith. 1972. Tomoko Uemura in Her Bath, from Minamata, Japan. Photograph.
Artstor, https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822001326642.
Figure 19 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Tragedy of Hiroshima (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, NY. https://jackshainman.com/artists/carrie_mae_weems.

Figure 20 left Moneta Sleet, Jr. 1969. Coretta King at Funeral of Husband, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Photograph. The Pulitzer Prizes, https://www.pulitzer.org/winners/moneta-sleet-jr.
Figure 21 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Mourning (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Goodman Gallery, https://www.goodman-gallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems.
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Figure 22 left Kevin Moloney. 1999. Angel Action protesters led By Romaine Patterson. Photograph.
Getty Images, BBC News, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-45968606.
Figure 23 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Someone to Watch Over Me (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Carrie Mae Weems, http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/history.html.

Figure 24 left Cameron, Julia Margaret Pattle (1815-1879, English) artist. n.d. Three Marys, Total.
photographs. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_
94911469753.
Figure 25 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Endless Weeping of Women (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Carrie Mae Weems, http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/history.html.
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Figure 26 left Painted icon of the twelve apostles, 14th century. Harvard Fine Arts Library, Digital Images
& Slides Collection d2007.06181.
Figure 27 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Looking Forward, Looking Back (Constructing History
Series). Photograph. Art 21 Magazine, http://magazine.art21.org/2017/01/17/polyculturalist-visions-newframeworks-of-representation-multiculturalism-and-the-american-culture-wars/#.XxyFEp5KiHs.
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This project, like Weems’s other work, begins with the image and the archive. It
was originally conceived through a daydream Weems had about the Birmingham riots of
1963. In the daydream, one image by Charles Moore 4 started moving. Weems sought
permission to use that photograph. Unable to get the rites, she chose to construct the
image instead. 5
Unlike Weems’s other projects, she creates the images as part of a studio
workshop, relying on the cooperation between her, students, and local community
members. For their part, students research the history then physically reconstruct the
historical sites of the past with minimal sets. They then place themselves within the
spaces, sometimes in still poses that suggest the “original” image while signifying other
art works; and, at other times they activate the space with body movements. The cameras
are treated similarly, remaining still, or mounted on a crane that moves up and down
along a dolly track.
As part of the process, each student brings their own artistic and media practice to
inform the constructions, incorporating a variety of filmic, photographic, and
performance techniques. Rather than create exact copies, the constructions alter the
images through changes in angles, movement, poses, and the addition of sound. The
alterations create avenues for new perspectives and for embedding other artistic and
cultural associations, which expands the narrative potential of the new images.

Charles Moore took on the struggle of anti-racism, using his camera as a tool for fighting by
documenting the civil rights unrest throughout the South even at the risk of physical harm and
imprisonment. His images were seen nationally, helping to spread the message of the civil rights
movement, influencing public sentiment and federal legislation. See O’Neill, “Charles Moore,
Photographer Of The Civil Rights Movement, Dies At 79”; Martin, “Charles Moore, Rights-Era
Photographer, Dies at 79”; Love, Charles Moore.
5
“Compassion” (00:28:56–00:29:22).
4
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The constructions employ a syncretic process that uses photography, cinema,
performance, acting, dance, music, art and media history, literature, religion, and political
history. New multi-layered images with expanded perspectives, contexts, time frames,
and associations are produced. From them, new ways of seeing and witnessing history are
created by each participant’s presence, 6 disproving the belief in the static non-biased
image as historical authoritative document.
By encouraging participation, Weems engages in a pedagogy where students’
bodies are a resource for learning. It is a liberating form of knowledge seeking 7 because it
embeds the students’ lived experiences into the recreation of multiple histories. In turn,
the histories are internalized by the students through their empathic recreation, creating
meaningful understandings of the past, 8 present, and possible futures.
In the process, students develop memory-making/remembrance skills by
constructing spaces for communal acts of performed intentional remembering. From
these performances, new informed memories are created as students act out and
document their process. This fusion of fact-based research blended with performed
remembering 9 disregards any boundaries between history and memory. 10 History and

In discussing the photo, A Single’s Waltz in Time (figure 33) from The Louisiana Project, Claire
Raymond argues that Weems creates a “a new beginning in time” by her presence and performance within
an antebellum parlor. Dancing freely within the room that had historically restricted Black movement,
Weems witnesses and conjures “histories of silencing…laying bare what is already there and plain to see,”
but what we “usually ignore.” Through the action, Weems returns to “originary spaces”, where she rewitnesses through a lingering gaze as an “embodied revenant” inhabiting the present..” See Raymond, “The
Original Experience.”
7
According to bell hooks, acknowledging the presence of each student through active
participation is a key element of radical pedagogy. See hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 10–12.
8
Gyun Hur, one of the student reenactors, states that, “as an immigrant daughter, as a somebody
who never experienced it [the civil rights era] before, my parents don't know really much about this whole
thing, and so for me this is coming to that place of understanding what exactly happened. See
“Compassion” (00:31:34–00:32:09).
9
Tirza True Latimer argues that the “reenactment served them [the students] as a form of
embodied research. Latimer, “Carrie Mae Weems @ Cantor Arts Center.”
10
Nora, “Between Memory and History.”
6

14
memory inform, or rather, influence one another, resulting in an active and malleable
practice of history-memory told through the body. As a product of the student’s
participation, their voices with differing accents, emphasis, and gazes are contained
within the new memories, creating new utterances of history. 11 These utterances are a
type of “worrying the line,” Cheryl Wall’s phrase that speaks to the tradition of Black
women’s writing where the intersection between lineage and literary texts occurs to fill in
the “gaps in written history and knowledge.” 12
Utterances reanimate the dead and places them within the present filling in the
gaps between the civil rights and the then current condition of Obama’s ascension to
presidential candidate. The reanimated dead are recast as universal figures through poses
and narration that signify other works of art, literature, and folklore. Weems and the
students call on figures like Michelangelo, Sophocles, Dante, Rodin, Dalí, Rothko,
Duchamp, and Einstein to embed the imprisoned Persephone, the protesting Antigone,
The mournful Virgin Mary, The crucified Christ, the Thinker at the gates of hell, and
other questions about existence and time. Step Dancers and the didjeridu conjure
traditional ceremonies of connection. These voices intermingle, collapsing large spans of
time and blurring the distinction between the universal and the personal.

Rhonda D. Frederick and Leigh Patel discuss Weems’s work of re-seeing within a pedagogical
framework because of how it models behavior that “destabilizes patterns of who can speak for and depict
whom.” See Frederick and Patel, “Ain’t Joikin’’: Unsettling Voyeurism Through Art and Affect,” 26–29.
12
Wall, Worrying the Line: Black Women Writers, Lineage, and Literary Tradition, 8; Kimberly
Connor defines "worrying the line" as a musical "technique of breaking up a phrase by changing pitch,
adding a shout, or repeating words in order to emphasize, clarify, or subvert a moment in a song.” She
further states that appropriative acts such as “sampling, mixing, and mashups” are contemporary forms of
"worrying the line." See Connor, “Worrying the Line,” 146; In defining what appropriation is, Weems
states that it is "sometimes…simply worrying the line and echoing the past." See Spotlight Lecture
(00:07:24–00:10:10).
11
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The forgotten lives of the past are sacralized through a ritualized performance of
history that functions as a folkloric form of interactive storytelling. 13 The act of telling
and receiving the story creates a connection among the participants and folks of the past.
In other words, history has meaning derived through an intimate and personal form of
remembering that spotlights individual experiences. 14
It is all part of Weems’s process of highlighting the ways multiple forms, places,
cultures, and time periods influence each other. For Weems, influence is a resource.
Often that resource is historical pain, which she then uses to create something new. Her
transformation of pain is a borrowing from other forms of Black cultural production like
the blues, jazz, gospel, and spoken word. With Constructing History, the hidden
influences of the unexpressed emotional consequences 15 of the past—grief, terror,
sadness, anger, and pain—connect the differing moments. 16 From this pain, this absence,

Kyrah Malika Daniels places Weems’s work within a pan-African diasporic tradition where
information is transmitted through the body as coded language and knowledge, a type of literature. She
compares Weems’s work to the “embodied knowledge and shape-shifting” found within “Black Atlantic
artistic legacies.” Daniels argues that Weems uses her own body as an intermediary who negotiates the
“metaphysical intersection” between the living and spiritual world to “simultaneously dissemble and
display identity.” see Daniels, “She Wears the Mask: Black Atlantic Masquerade in the Work of Carrie
Mae Weems,” 48–55.
14
Stephen Pfohl describes Weems’s video work as an act of grace. Within the videos, Weems
uses ritual performance to creatively account for our shared violent past, which “warps our present
relationships and limits our chances of…creating an equitable, beautiful, and sustainable future. Through
this work, Weems creates ritual sites for grieving and reimagining our history. These sites disrupt and
subvert the existing power structures while simultaneously creating the possibility of alternate futures. It is
a method for examining “…the politics of memory-making and memory-loss.” See Pfohl, “Screened
Memories, A Choreography of Grace: The Video Art of Carrie Mae Weems,” 36–41.
15
Sale, “Call and Response as Critical Method,” 44.
16
When discussing Constructing History, Carrie Mae Weems states that, “if I didn't look at those
things now, if I didn’t look at all of that kind of trauma and the mourning…and the sadness of the history of
the last 40 years, then, you know, I really wasn't worth my salt.” See “Compassion” (00:30:38–00:30:54).
13

16
this loss, a presence of new life and hope is formed, embodied in someone like Obama
who stands on the ashes of those who came before. 17

Weems states that, “this incredible tumultuous brutal history is absolutely what makes him
[Obama] possible. That he could not be in that position without the death of all those people and, so, that he
is literally standing on the ashes and the spirit of all those things that have come before.” “Compassion”
(00:30:16–00:30:38).
17

17
Act 2
Weems is the prolific appropriator who, in addition to using other artists’ work,
has partially constructed her oeuvre by appropriating then reassembling her previous
work; therefore, to understand any of Weems’s work requires contextualizing her pieces
among her other works that have come before and after.
For instance, in 2016, Carrie Mae Weems produced Grace Notes: Reflections for
Now, a multi-media stage production that uses dance, film, music, and Greek mythology.
It is a Sophoclesian narrative 18 commemorating the Emanuel Nine, specifically the death
of the pastor and South Carolina state representative, Rev. Clementa C. Pinckney. 19
Weems describes the piece as the retelling of Antigone. It is the “story of a woman—of a
community—that is trying to figure out how to bury her brothers.” The accounting of the
dead includes the long list of murdered Black men and women killed by state-sanctioned
violence and hate crimes. Weems is seeking, like Antigone, the right for a proper burial,
which is prevented by those in power “denying that… [these killings] even happened.” 20
She responds with a call to us, saying, “imagine Trayvon Martin or Michael
Brown, only boys. Imagine Eric Garner or Sandra Bland, dying alone on a cold street.” 21
She invokes their names. It is specific and it is personal. She wants us to respond, to
connect intimately, inviting us to summon them. Naming them we see them. We
internalize their image. We conjure them physically in our mind. We recall and reengage
the audio, photos, videos, and hashtags that streamed in the palm of our hands. This

18
Pfohl, “Screened Memories, A Choreography of Grace: The Video Art of Carrie Mae
Weems,” 35.
19
Kahn, “Carrie Mae Weems Still Believes in Your Humanity.”
20
Grace Notes: Reflections for Now (00:00:31—00:00:56).
21
Weems, “Grace Notes.”

18
simple act of naming validates that they did exist, their lives have worth and meaning,
and they deserve to be remembered. Their absence is felt. The guilty are implicated for
their crimes as we remember the violence, the denials, the privilege, the irrational fear,
the weak justifications, and the injustice served.
In Constructing History, like Grace Notes, Weems is also seeking a proper burial,
but for those from the previous generation of freedom fighters, assassinated for seeking
justice. She responds similarly, invoking their names: Medgar Evers, Martin Luther King
Jr., Gandhi, John Kennedy, Che Guevara, Allende, Patrice Lumumba. Again, this is a call
to us to connect while also revealing the prevalence of violence as a tool for national
building across continents.

CARRIE MAE WEEMS (V.O.)
The assassinations…
the assassinations…
the assassinations…

19
Grace Notes includes characters taken from Constructing History. One is the
woman in winter, who in Constructing History appears as an isolated figure, like a dream
or an apparition from another world. If we look to the video stills (videos 2–3) and
photographs (figures 28–29) that follow, we see the woman in winter is presented in both
projects wearing similar dress and placed within similar environments. In each version
she stands next to a tree as snow falls. Behind her is a wall with two windows illuminated
by rear projections. A clock is located at the upper center of the wall. Each includes a
description of the woman in winter that matches word for word, except for the
replacement of “fall of winter” with “thaw of winter.” In Constructing History, Weems
narrates the description off screen, while in Grace Notes it is spoken by the WOMAN IN
BLACK.

20

CARRIE MAE WEEMS (V.O.)
A woman stands in the fall of
winter,

the beginning of spring,
reflecting,

considering,
imagining,

contemplating the past,
imagining the future.

With one step, she could be in

the future in an instant,

or in the past,

or in the moment,
the now.

But to get to now,
to this moment,

she needs to look back

over the landscape of memory.

21

CARRIE MAE WEEMS (CONT’D)
Lost in memory,

the woman faces a history,
a history with a story
that has been told

a thousand times before.

22

Video 2 top 2016. Film Still from Carrie Mae Weems: ‘Grace Notes: Reflections for Now’. Video. Art
21, https://art21.org/watch/extended-play/carrie-mae-weems-grace-notes-reflections-for-now-short/.
Figure 28 bottom William Struhs. 2016. From "Grace Notes: Reflections for Now." Yale News, https:
//news.yale.edu/2016/08/04/grace-notes-new-work-carrie-mae-weems-be-performed-campus.

23

Video 3 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the
Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.
Figure 29 bottom Carrie Mae Weems. A Woman Observes (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Savannah Morning News, https://www.savannahnow.com/article/20081011/NEWS/310119861.

24

The text, set, and characters appropriated from Constructing History adds another
level of context, associations, other histories, and other appropriations into Grace Notes.
As a result, our reading of Grace Notes is expanded. Furthermore, Grace Notes can be
read as an altered copy of Constructing History and as a continuation of it—as the title of
scene 5b, “Constructing History Continues,” suggests. And, because Constructing
History is an altered copy of civil rights images, it is a bridge connecting Grace Notes to
the civil rights movement. Therefore, the civil rights images are carried over and
embedded Within Grace Notes. Additionally, since Grace Notes deals with the current
violence against Black people and the Black Lives Matter 22 response to that violence, a
lineage is created between the present actions and the protests of the civil rights
movement. In turn, with these new associations to Grace Notes, we are provided with an
expanded understanding of Constructing History, adding another layer of response to the
civil rights and the students’ voices:

CHORUS
#BlackLivesMatter
#SayHerName
#SayHisName

The chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity at Yale wear black t-shirts that read “BLK LVS MTR”
as they step dance on stage. See Shedd, “Carrie Mae Weems’ ‘Grace Notes: Reflections for Now’ Plays at
University Theater”; Grace Notes: Reflections for Now.
22
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Because of the added layer of Black Lives Matter, #SayHerName, and
#SayHisName, we have a better understanding of Weems’s response in Constructing
History. We now recognize that when Weems states their names, invoking their memory
through her resonant poetic voice, she is performing a sacred act. It is an utterance to
commemorate their lives, a litany that is both a lamentation and a call for justice. As this
happens, the dead are literally elevated, placed on pedestals, and reanimated through a
collective somatic conjuring performed by the living students and community members.
Spotlights illuminate the dead. The pedestals beneath them glow, becoming altars of
remembrance for displaying their final moments on this earth. It is a ceremonial act for
the dead that Weems records and adds music and spoken word narration to. It is a
requiem. With it, Weems, the students, and the community members leave their markings
of the present on the past.
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A Story of Hope
Shawn Michelle Smith states that the presence of the requiem in Constructing
History is “permeated by a sense of burden and ambivalence.” Describing it as elegiac
and melancholic. To Smith the images are “token[s] of remembrance for the dead,”
which are strung together to tell a narrative that is not a triumphant celebration, but a
skeptical outlook on the future that “calls forth” the “failures” of the past. Further
describing it as a “political project that remains unfinished.” 23 My thesis argues that
Constructing History is about shedding light on the success of the past by expressing the
long lineage of grace that has made the present possible.
Part of the thesis focuses on Weems’s claim that her narrative is about connecting
Obama and Clinton directly to the lives of the past. I show how Weems presents this as
an embodied resurrection of the trauma, upheaval, and violence of the civil rights era
through a retelling of an ancient form, the resurrection story. In Constructing History, it
is applied specifically to the ascension of Obama, whose message is one of hope for the
future. Weems executes this by overlaying the civil rights images with various scenes that
recall the Christ story. We see it in the triumphal entries of Benazir Bhutto and John F.
Kennedy who are like Jesus entering Jerusalem in victory (figures 1–2); the poses that
reference Christ descending the cross and the Pietà (figures 14–19), recalling Christ’s
crucifixion; through the Angels in Someone to Watch Over Me (figures 22–23); and the
12 weeping women in Looking Forward, Looking Back, who surround a central figure
like apostles around the Christ (figures 26–27). Strung together, the serialized images
read as gospel taking us through the Passion story to Pentecost. They become modern
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Smith, “Photographic Reenactments,” 135–138.
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icons 24 that mark the history of 1968 to 2008 with the markings of the Christ narrative:
forgiveness and grace through an accounting of all sins.
In addition, by connecting the actions of 1968 to the outcome of 2008, Weems
provides the civil rights era with a future. That future is Obama. He is the embodiment of
it. Therefore, by looking back, Weems looks ahead to the future of the civil rights as a
hopeful one where life is reborn from the ashes, making Constructing History about a
promise fulfilled, a success, not a failure.
Such an undertaking works because of the participants. Their collective efforts are
put toward constructing and resurrecting the past so that they may embody it to mark it
with the present. What had been “a failure” is now annotated with the successful present
as understood and performed by the group. Together, they heal the past by converting it
into a triumphal narrative of justice prevailing. It is a collective intervention, a healing
justice where the burden of all the trauma and the grief of the past and present is rewitnessed through an affective performance. 25 Contained within the performance are the
emotional burdens of the past. With it, Weems asks us to collectively care for each other
by each of us holding the grief, embedding it in our minds, bodies, and hearts as a unified
group. 26 As Smith states, It is a “felt history” 27 but with a purpose.

Amey Victoria Adkins-Jones uses a theological framework to claim that Weems’s images
function with the force of Christian iconography. To Adkins-Jones, Weems’s work occupies the space
between the living and the dead, communing with the sacred as a kind of liberating re-seeing, revealing
God’s image in all creation. See Adkins-Jones, “‘Through a Glass, Darkly’: Theological [Re]Visioning
with All the Boys,” 63–66.
25
Stephen Pohl describes Weems’s videos “as entrancing visual choreographies…[that] transmit
resonant (or dissonant) emotional vibrations” through gestures that “conjures up…vibrant waves of
feeling.” See Pfohl, “Screened Memories, A Choreography of Grace: The Video Art of Carrie Mae
Weems,” 33–34.
26
Chen and Linendoll, What Is “Healing Justice”?
27
Smith, “Photographic Reenactments,” 135.
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Even though Weems does not provide solutions as Smith states, it does not imply
a bleakness for the future. If we consider the narrated monologue provided below, which
appears at the ending of the video, it does seem that Weems’s language is ambivalent,
offering more contradictions than answers:
…Evidence that the President is a mere figurehead. Evidence
that America is changing. Evidence of conspiracy. Evidence of
acquiescence. Evidence that the popular vote doesn’t matter. Evidence
of backdoor politics. Evidence of a proper education. Evidence of the
declining significance of race. Evidence that a change has come.
Evidence that democracy was winning. Evidence that tyranny was
winning.
However, it is not Weems’s perspective. This segment of the video entitled
“Evidence” is about Hillary Clinton. Weems’s stacked perspective produced through
assemblages of images and sound blurs the distinctions between voices. What we hear
from Weems is an imagined story of Clinton examining Obama’s ascendency as the
nominee, which is demonstrated in the following paragraph that precedes the monologue
above:
It’s 2008, the year Clinton and Obama are running for the
presidency of the United States. Opportunistic and a woman, Clinton
loses to Obama. Stunned by the upset she stalls for time. Surely a
mistake has been made. Perhaps a recount will be necessary. Something,
anything that proves that she’d won, and won by a large margin. After a
time, she concedes, accepts the hand of fate, and gets behind the man.
Some Republicans do the same, believing the strategy key to rebuilding
the Republican Party. She wonders about this, about this kind of power
backing an unknown, an unexamined, a man who appears almost from
out of the void.
Stephen Pfohl states that through “moving images” Weems “prompt[s] us to ask,
‘Whose voice is this?’” 28 In the quote above, we witness the ambiguity of voices he states

Pfohl, “Screened Memories, A Choreography of Grace: The Video Art of Carrie Mae
Weems,” 34.
28
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are present in Weems’s work. Weems inserts imagined text, assigns it to Clinton, and
then expresses it through her poetic spoken word narration. Through these actions,
Weems simultaneously occupies the role of author, narrator, and Clinton. With this, we
understand Weems as the omniscient third-person narrator who knows Clinton’s thoughts
and speaks through her as her. However, Weems adds another layer of voices. The visual
information of the scene (video 4) during the monologue presents another layer of
contradiction. What is depicted is a gathering where Clinton is not present. Instead, we
see a group of people gathered around a table who focus their attention on a seated man
sitting on the right side of the frame who is speaking to them. The additional information
forces us to question again who is doing the speaking. Is it Weems? Clinton? The man?
The contradiction of text, image, and sound creates confusion and tension, casting
Weems as an unreliable narrator.
In the first chapter, I discuss how Weems shifts voices through a variety of
methods. Paratext marks her work allowing it to shift between music, academia, and
cinema. The shift between them leaves us wondering whether it is Weems the performer,
the artist, or the teacher. The soundtrack plays a part as well. It becomes a blending of
voices, where Weems’s spoken word is accompanied by a didjeridu, a violin, and Samuel
Barber’s Adagio for Strings. Through the soundtrack, voices from across time and
cultures speak at once. Together, they produce movements that shift between sounding
like unresolved dissonant chords to harmonious unified choruses. Additionally, the
variety—written and heard—allows Weems to shift between whom she is speaking to
because it includes multiple representations and locations made through a diverse
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collection of diverse voices and significations. Such a mixing expands the access to and
classification of her work.
By inserting an imagined moment of Clinton’s thoughts, Weems presents a white
women’s perspective on a Black man’s rise to power. Returning to Smith’s comment, if
any skepticism is present, it is not about the future but how and who will write the history
of the present that will be studied in the future. Will it be mediated through a white gaze
that supports the construction of whiteness? Or, is there another way that this story can be
made from a different perspective?
Weems provides us evidence of how the white gaze functions. She shows us these
seemingly banal exercises in thoughts as setting the stage for appropriating Obama’s
story. The conversations happening amongst the body politic will slip into other spheres
of influence, co-opting Obama’s for the sake of perpetuating a specific national identity
of American exceptionalism. It is a narrative construction that has no room for anything
contradictory. It is, as Elizabeth Ware Abston notes, Weems being “careful to
acknowledge that history as we recognize it is ever constructed.” 29
Weems counters the appropriation of Obama’s story with her own creation that is
a blending of facts and imagination. In that respect, Weems is as Gwendolyn DuBois
Shaw describes, an intercessor who creates “apocryphal” historical narratives that engage
in “visual obfuscation” to subvert the white perspective through her own “wandering
gaze.” It is an active seeing that “allows [for] multiple individuals to occupy the position
of power as the holder of the gaze, regardless of gender identity, sexual orientation, or
race.” 30
29
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Abston, “Reconstructing the Past,” 45.
Shaw, “The Wandering Gaze,” 2–7.
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The thesis illustrates how Weems adds multiple layers of occupation through her
body, the students’ bodies, photographs, documentary film footage, music, art history,
and text. The reenactors and Weems occupy locations of power by becoming the other
through an embodied performance. They then literally position their bodies as the other
within an altered reconstruction of the past, the studio set. As the other, the performers
acquire the gaze of the lived past, which makes them new reliable witnesses, authorities
over what happened. From this position, the performers reclaim power over history, over
the telling of it and what is included and what is not. It is transgressive. It speaks to
power directly through the voices of the dismissed, forgotten, and marginalized.
We see Weems invert the gaze when she inserts a montage of snapshots that are
her own memory. In the images, a group of young girls are playing in a private lush
world. The collection of images is taken from Weems’s other project Mayflowers Long
Forgotten (2003). Mayflowers Long Forgotten is also an appropriation generated by a
bouquet of flowers held by the anonymous Black woman who exists in the background of
Manet’s Olympia (figures 77–78). Weems extracts the bouquet and reinterprets it as the
private lush world of play. In doing so, the anonymous woman is connected to Weems
and the four young girls as their predecessor, providing her with lineage, a location
within history.
The inversion of the gaze is also demonstrated in Gyun Hur who plays both Juan
Romero and Tomoko Uemura. By playing both roles, Hur assumes multiple identities and
becomes the link that spans across great distances of time. In this position, Hur is both an
index of history and mythology.
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Both instances demonstrate what Shaw calls “re-membering,” which reanimates
the bodies of the dead while conjuring our collective past. In doing so, we are given the
power of “specular transcendence,” where we collectively “envision” and rewrite the
future through the creation of different versions of the past, thereby disrupting the metanarrative that informs our present condition. 31
The present condition, when Constructing History was made, was Obama as the
nominee. His ascension is important to the narrative, which Weems, in addition to telling
us, shows us. She inserts his image in the beginning and end of the video along with
Clinton’s. They are images lifted from debate footage. Inserting both, inserts their
struggle for political power, including their disagreements, overlapping policies, jabs,
gaffes, and subtle racism are embedded. But most importantly, in inserting Obama,
Weems inserts his candidacy of hope for the future.
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Video 4 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of homegoing from Constructing History: A Requiem to
Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.
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CARRIE MAE WEEMS (V.O.)
If you were black
if you were black

maybe that was a good place to
start

to begin.

To believe that perhaps

that was a good place to start
the tale

if you were black.
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A Story of Lineage
Constructed History’s acts of communal remembrance are a rejection of the idea
that Obama came from out of the void. He is as Weems states, “literally standing on the
ashes and the spirit of all those things that have come before.” 32 Lineage is illuminated in
the homegoing scene of the video where we see the wisdom of the older man being
passed on to the group that includes younger folks. Additionally, we see the photograph
of Gandhi on the back wall (video 4). Gandhi is King’s predecessor, and King in turn is
Obama’s. To perpetuate a history-less myth of Obama’s ascendancy is to deny him his
historical connection, his lineage, thereby denying the very existence of all that violence,
the heartache of those who wept over Gandhi and King, and the actions that followed.
His American story is as Weems states, a testament to the “remarkable history” of Black
grace emerging from “the onslaught of history.” 33 It is Weems’s concern with lineage
that I bring to light in the thesis, showing the multiple manipulations of both form and
content she uses to make connections that span across time, cultures, genders, races,
literature, music, science, and religion.
Elizabeth Ware Abston discusses how Constructing History addresses missing
history, specifically the lack of representation of Black women within mass media. I
expand on her scholarship by presenting the many ways in which Weems expands
representation that begins with the Black woman’s gaze. From there Weems branches out
to include others. For instance, I show that Gyun Hur, a child of immigrants, who
embodies both a Mexican American man and a Japanese girl in two constructions, is
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“Compassion” (00:30:16-00:30:38).
Grace Notes: Reflections for Now (00:01:31—01:00:45).
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transgressing the lines between cultures and genders, while also being an index where she
is the Virgin Mary and the crucified Christ.
Continuing with the example, the stories embodied by Hur universalizes the
figures by presenting what they share, which is their grief and loving care. The
intersections of their shared human condition are found within each gesture, pose, and
facial expression. Feeling is the common component in acting out the great expanse of
history, which is then felt by Hur through her performance. She states that,
“as…somebody who never experienced… [this history] before” the performance was
about “coming to that place of understanding what exactly happened.”
Hur’s post-performance understanding is evidence of the somatic dissemination
of historical knowledge to a new generation of students. It supports Shawn Michelle
Smith’s argument that the constructions and the photographs function as a tool in
Weems’s teaching mission. Constructing History is, as Smith states, “about how to tell a
history” through feeling the past. 34
Additionally, I demonstrate how Weems appropriates to alter and embed the
“original” images with new meaning and associations. The constructed copies, by the
very fact that they reference the “original” images, are in dialogue with them. These
copies include indexes and signifying elements that direct us to other forms that reference
other martyrs, dating as far back as Ancient Greece. Because of this, the personal
depictions of grief found in the civil rights images are connected to the grief of Jesus,
Antigone, and Persephone. This further universalizes their personal anguish by presenting
a lineage of our shared recurring human condition, which Weems then converts and puts
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toward constructing a narrative about the present: Obama’s ascension. Therefore,
Constructing History, unlike Smith’s argument, is not a project of skepticism and
ambivalence but one of hope, resurrection, and continuity of life.
In addition to addressing the personal, the constructions are also political. They
undermine the tools of power, mass media. Specifically, Weems targets documentary
films and photography. According to Stephen Pfohl Weems’s video work engages with
the “global struggles for political justice.” 35 He argues that Weems’s moving images
undo existing collective memories and encourages the creation of new just visions of the
past and present. The thesis expands on this argument, demonstrating how Weems uses
both film and photography to create such a vision.
The film and still photographs of Constructing History can be read as independent
works with each supporting the same narrative: Obama’s ascension. However, by not
reading them as counterparts contained within one project, we lose layers of meaning
because it overlooks Weems’s manipulations of both forms and the interplay between
them. Weems blurs the distinctions between each form and applies their techniques from
one to the other. It is a borrowing that is an appropriation of process.
As a result, we see how the documents of history can be constructed to
communicate a specific perspective. Weems demonstrates this through her repeated
storytelling found within the film through the insertion of appropriated clips and
photographs, the jumps in time and locations, and the poses, which read as living
photographs. Weems then captures the process in photographs that she alters, serializes,
frames, and mounts onto walls. The “original” document, the narratives they tell, are no
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longer static, challenging our initial collective memories created by them. In the process,
Weems adds her prophetic vision, the stories of martyrdom and resurrection to their
reading, which, when seen together, form a modern gospel for our times that transmits
God’s just vision for the world.
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Act 3
Continuous prose is too flat for understanding Constructing History. It ignores
paper’s potential as a medium; and, it is incapable of capturing the experiential quality of
Weems’s work and my engagement with it. Therefore, my approach is to work in the
manner of Weems by embodying her process within my academic production. Just as she
chose to reconstruct a civil rights image, I use the thesis to reconstruct an altered version
of Constructing History. The process incorporates her methods of imagination and
appropriation to speak about Weems and the work, which directly affects the form of the
thesis. The form then is a record of the process while also being a part of the content. As
such, the thesis is an expression in form of my own experience in understanding and
putting to practice Weems’s methods.
First, I deconstruct her process by inserting an imagined script. The script loosely
follows film standards like using Courier New font to differentiate it from the prose;
however, as a functional device, there will be liberties taken as the script is inserted
throughout. It will function as a block quote, to recreate historical moments, or to
describe the scene and the set. In other instances, I treat the scripted text like poetry or as
a sacred litany, playing with the spacing to indicate rhythm, poetic form, and the role of
silence. Occasionally, the script shares the page with the critical prose to support an
argument. Other times it is placed with an image to functions as a caption or
counterpoint. And, it may occupy a page by itself to highlight a scene, a moment, or the
text. It will, like Weems’s work, retell, repeat, and re-describe to reinforce,
recontextualize, and as a self-referential act.
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The connecting element throughout the thesis is the close reading, which places
the images and Weems’s production at the center of the argument. Images of her work,
well known Western works, paratext, and the imagined script will be used as headings,
transitions, and stops between the prose of close readings. The placement of these visual
elements, creates and expresses a dialogue form the moments of tension that happen in
discovering their contradictions and similarities to the prose, while also creating patterns
and structure to provide a sense of rhythm.
The work will be approached as both a two- and three-dimensional objects. The
written thesis will consider the page layout, reflecting my own history and appreciation
for graphic design. Additionally, the thesis is meant to be reproduced as an unbound
version with sections. It will be stored within a Duchampian green box (figure 30). The
idea is to read various sections independently as individual sheets, accordion sections that
comprise smaller series, or as notes. The box is in keeping with producing in the manner
of Weems. It functions as an appropriation of Duchamp, one of Weems’s influences. It
also appropriates Joseph Cornell whose boxes documents his relationship with Duchamp
(figure 31). I see the boxes functioning similarly, documenting my relationship with
Weems and her work, albeit from a distance. Lastly, the box functions as a reliquary for
storing a record of the process.
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Figure 30 top Marcel Duchamp. September, 1934. La Mariée mise à nu par ses célibataires, même (The
Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even, the Green Box). Prints. Place: The John and Mable Ringling
Museum of Art, the State Art Museum of Florida, a division of Florida State University. https://libraryartstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ARINGLINGARTIG_10313021520.
Figure 31 bottom Joseph Cornell, c. 1942–1953. Duchamp Dossier. Lidded cardboard box containing
typed and handwritten notes, letters, and postcards, Photostats, paper, newspaper and magazine clippings,
exhibition announcements, printed papers, printed reproductions, and drawings, objects, and readymades
by Duchamp and Cornell. Philadelphia Museum of Art, https://www.philamuseum.org/collections/
permanent/85845.html?mulR=487533956. Photo from: https://i.pinimg.com/originals/dd/a4/de/
dda4de83aeffacfb9875135bf83eeb43.jpg
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The box is intended to work independently as a dynamic and continuously
evolving work with space for adding more text, images, and other objects. The thought
behind it is to engage with one’s own influences in an ongoing manner, mimicking
Weems’s process. Mixed within the thesis and the appropriations of Weems’s work will
be the voices of the box holder. By adding their own objects, the box holder inserts their
own utterance to create a new level of understanding that is personal. I believe my
audience—whomever that may be—is more equipped to answer for themselves what
Weems does or does not do for them, which is what Weems would want.
The intent of the non-prose elements is not to ignore the prose but to add to it. To
say things in a different way or express things that words fail to convey. I see the prose
and the other elements working together as a complete system of communication. A
hybrid language for blending academic prose with creative forms.
Each chapter will address how Weems appropriates various forms within
Constructing History to emphasize lineage. Rather than focusing on one form like
photography, I investigate her use of music, text, performance, art history, photography,
film, science, and literature. This is in keeping with Weems the multi-media artist who
uses a variety of techniques to disrupt, alter, and affect our existing engagement with
known works. Through this syncretic approach, Weems activates our ways of seeing,
listening, feeling, and witnessing. As she does, she produces new work that documents
the process. And, since the references include her existing body of work, the process also
adds new information to our understanding of her previous projects. Ultimately, Weems
creates new discourses by disrupting the separations between forms, highlight how they
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intersect and how they do not, then using that material to construct cohesive and
expansive narratives.
The first chapter focuses on Weems’s use of text and sound, which includes
paratext, music, and silence as a means of disruption and insertion. I show how Weems
incorporates paratext to mark her work as academic, musical, and ceremonial.
Additionally, she uses paratext to embed other references, adding a variety of metadata,
which inserts Constructing History in various locations within the canon; and for images
to contain more than one historical reference, universalizing the stories.
I also demonstrate Weems’s use of sampling and mixing of music, techniques she
borrows from Jazz, Blues, and Hip-hop. She uses these techniques to connect disparate
musical forms ranging from ancient indigenous wind instruments to highly produced
twentieth-century symphonic pieces. Weems overlays these seemingly dissimilar forms,
creating discordant sounds created from the deep gaps of time, geography, and cultures
that separate them. She fills in those gaps with silence and her spoken word narration,
which are the continuous elements that thread and resolve the discord.
In the second chapter, I investigate Weems’s use of space, time, and art history. I
show how Weems reconstructs the images within deconstructed spaces. They are
comprised of simple geometric forms where solid space becomes a black box with porous
boundaries, held in place by a mysterious force. Missing are opaque borders that confine.
Space is stripped of unnecessary elements. Objects become floating mathematical forms
frozen in time by the shutter. It is a liminal space existing between reality and
impossibility, a dimension outside human experience. Within it, the reenactors perform
the images with poses that signify classical works of art. The poses embed those works of
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art within the liminal space and the new images. Jointly, the actors and the images
constructed act as a bridge between the “original” document and the history of art,
creating a lineage from the classical to the modern.
In the third chapter, I expand on the theme of lineage. First, I consider Weems’s
blurring and weakening of boundaries between media. Photos are treated filmically.
Films and performance take on the stillness of photos. A dialogue is created at their
intersections; and, as they are copies of copies, they share the same history of the
“original” images.
Furthermore, I show how Weems appropriates her own work and the work of
others to have a discourse that exposes the gaps of representation within the history of art.
Through a blending of memory, snapshots, and painting, Weems creates a lineage
between her, young girls, and an anonymous Black woman from Manet’s painting
Olympia. By doing so she annotates the canon with a new representation that had not
existed before.
Finally, I show the interplay between juxtaposition and appropriation. Weems
copies images as constructed three-dimensional work that she then records on film and
photography. With film, Weems uses editing techniques such as the montage to bring in
documentary footage, insert her own work as snapshots and memory, and to construct
other scenes of protest and literature. The jump cuts and dissolves from one image or
scene to the next are blended, stringing multiple stories along a single narrative arc where
Obama is the embodied resurrection of the past. The whole process is photographed and
serialized as a passion narrative that functions like Christian icons.
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“¡Le lo lai le lo le lo, Le lo lai le lo le!”

Music is our witness, and our ally. The “beat” is the confession
which recognizes, changes, and conquers time.
Then, history becomes a garment we can wear, and share,
and not a cloak in which to hide; and time becomes a friend.
—Baldwin, James
“Of the Sorrow Songs: The Cross of Redemption”, 1979

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The wrongs of our past have resurfaced
Despite all we did to
vanquish the traces
My very language is tainted
With all that we stole to replace it with this
I am quiet
—Kate Tempest
From “Europe is Lost” on Let Them Eat Chaos, 2016

If you don't know the original, then actually you can't participate in the game at
all…
—Carrie Mae Weems,
A History of Violence, Heave, Lecture, 2019
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Video 5 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Title card film still from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the
Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

The video begins, the screen is black and silent for sixteen seconds. This
“nothingness” has its own presence, stirring anticipation as we attentively wait for an
image or sound, shifting us slightly out of passivity. Then, abruptly, the sound of a deep
and breathy wind instrument emerges. It moves through the air in long waves caused by a
continuous rich drone, a foundational note, that quivers with each circular breath of the
performer. Although we never see it, we identify it as a didjeridu.
As the sound emerges, the title card shown above, fades into view. The
simultaneous appearance of text and music suggests an interdependency between them.
In breath after breath we hear the didjeridu’s solo expressive utterances, a continuous
extended drone like a moan or a meditative chant that comes from deep within an unseen
body, from a place not bound by words. Even though it may not have the clarity of text,
its deep resonance creates a feeling, providing shape, depth, and passion to the static text,
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accompanying it, ritualizing the moment, assigning authority to whomever is speaking
through the words. 36
Together, the sounds of the didjeridu and the label of “requiem” gives the work
lineage and multiple contexts. They are markers of provenance, succession, and
authenticity validating the work as artifact and art object. As markers they assign
indexical audible metadata to Constructing History, annotating it with multiple
classifications, which places it within various locations throughout the archive: music,
history, classical, Aboriginal, European, spiritual, Catholic, Australian, global.
The title card opens the narrative and assigns the project a name, giving it shape
and identity. It begins the dialogue and gives direction to the unfolding story. It is a
borrowing from silent film when diegetic sound was represented with intertitles. Live
music would accompany the cards, compensating for the lack of expression in the text.
Through the interplay of text and music, we felt the characters’ voices. Here, the sounds
of the didjeridu supports the text of the title card, giving the words breath, cadence, and
resonance.
The text too has its own interdependency. Two clauses sit on the either side of a
colon, presenting us with both the question and answer of constructing history. The
colon, marks the answer as new information located within an ancient context: A
requiem, which is not just one thing, so we see the colon functioning to invoke a list of
possibilities: a public solemn mass for the dead; reaffirmation of belief and doctrine; a

According to Alice M. Moyle, the didjeridu is traditionally part of an ensemble, never as a solo
or accompanied by another didjeridu. This ensemble is led by a chief singer, who is often the owner of the
song. Moyle, “The Australian Didjeridu,” 323.
36
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plea or petition for peace in eternal rest and forgiveness; a polyphonic lamentation
expressing the very personal; or a plaintive affect.
Additionally, the colon, used within a collaborative classroom project is Weems
appropriating academic writing. This use of titular colonicity marks the work with a
“simple empirical index of scholarly quality.” 37 With it, Weems links her practice of art
production to knowledge seeking. No need for separating them, binding what had been
arbitrarily kept apart: the life of the mind in pursuit of understanding, and the body in the
act of creation. It is a transgressive act of inserting the erotic, the passions of the body,
into pedagogy, into the academy, into the archive. 38 Inscribing the body onto them. But
not just any body. She will pull forward the historically overlooked bodies: the brown,
the black, the female, which have been traumatized by violence, poverty, and
alienation. 39
After the colon, at the end of the phrase, Weems tells us that this requiem is not
intended to be passive; it is meant “to mark the moment.” The events that we are about to
witness will be seen within a ceremony that commemorates the dead. And, as we do, we
engage the moments with our bodies, leaving traces of ourselves, inscribing them to
possess them so that they reflect with our own voices.

Dillon, “In Pursuit of the Colon,” 93.
Weems is rejecting the notion of the mind/body split, whose reassembling, according to bell
hooks, has been a key characteristic in making feminist critical pedagogy a “subversive location in the
academy.” For hooks, true “critical pedagogy [that] seeks to transform consciousness…must rely on the
presence of the erotic…eros…[as] a force for…self-actualizing.” See hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 193–
95.
39
Weems describes her process as “insert[ing] for the first time, a body that has not often been
there. Or, …pull[ing] forward a body that rests in the background.” Carrie Mae Weems | NGA.
37
38
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This voice is a mix of the profane, sacred, vernacular, and formal. We hear it in
the didjeridu. It vibrates the air with the deep resonance of its circular breaths, 40 inserting
the aboriginal body as its soundwaves encircle the indexical text that directs us to the
sacred requiem of the West. We are located at the crossroads, an in-between soundscape
that spans great distances of time, cultures, histories, and locations. At the crossroads we
experience a mashup of audible sound blended with an image of sound to produce a
contrasting psychological discord that dis/relocates the work toward the new. 41 Here the
“spirit of possibility…the spirit of ingenuity…[and] the spirit of change” 42 resides,
demanding us to relook, reread, relisten, and rethink.
This voice is a call to action, inviting us into the requiem mass that is dependent
upon two or more of us engaging in a communion of saints. We are its virtual
congregants, who will engage with the dead within ceremonial reenactment and
reincorporation of broken bodies. We are the corporate collective re-witnessing by
reexperiencing the past within this liminal soundscape.

Smith et al., “Vocal Tract Resonances and the Sound of the Australian Didjeridu (Yidaki). III.
Determinants of Playing Quality,” 547.
41
Farrell, “An Opus: Carrie Mae Weems.”
42
Hamilton, A History of Violence, Heave (00:25:39–00:25:49).
40
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DISSOLVE

Video 6 left Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still closeup of Clinton from Constructing History: A
Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.
Video 7 right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still closeup of Obama from Constructing History: A
Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

CUT TO
The text dissolves and the ancient sound of the didjeridu continues as we cut to
the bodies, the extreme close-ups of Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama as shown above.
The slow motion of the images suspends their faces in exaggerated gestures of speech.
Time is collapsing as we reach the space between the visual present and the ancient
sounds of the past. Clinton’s and Obama’s mouths move but no words are heard. The
didjeridu, the ancient storytelling device, 43 speaks for them, with interjecting vocal calls.
In this space, time is warped into entwined moments of random snapshots like memories
containing “the entire history of humanity,” allowing us to rediscover what time had
lost. 44

43
44

Schultz, The Sounds of the Didgeridoo, the World’s Oldest Wind Instrument.
Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 7.
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CUT TO

Video 8 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of classroom from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark
the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

DISSOLVE TO
A sharp cut to black and then a dark classroom of empty desks emerges. The
ancient didjeridu continues its augmented drone, with sub-pitches formed from unseen
lips, and the occasional overtone bark. But now a violin is introduced, adding another
layer to the musical history of the soundscape. The violin augments its notes too, but the
tempo is slower, and its sound is a sharper wailing vibrato. Together, they overlap,
making their own chords. Each instrument occupying an opposite frequency. Their high
and low ranges create an audible space, with a void in the midrange. The affect is that of
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hushed moans and cries; a yearning mixed with a kind of speech that edges on hesitance
but is really composure and self-reflection. It is like the sigh one might make before
speaking about something painful. Then, from within the void, we hear the internal
diegetic voice of Weems’s narration that adds another layer and range to the sound as
well as a dimension of interiority. Through this interior monologue Weems lays out the
premise of the work ahead:

WEEMS (V.O)
This is a story
within a story

how to enter this history
what to show
what to say

what to feel.
It was a creation myth

how things came to be as they
are

In this constructed place,
our classroom,

we revisit the past.
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Through sound in the form of music, text indexing sound, and Weems’s interior
monologue that is poetic and modulated in concert with the music, Weems answers,
partially, one of her questions: How to enter this history? The sound is an affective
experience, providing us with an emotional stance, conjured by the cultural associations
we bring to the music and the spoken word performance. These associations are then
disrupted by their context where they are in dialogue with each other and, eventually,
with the photographs and image constructions. This creates new associations for us,
disrupting their archetypical markings on the music.
Musically, the video is divided into four movements. The first is comprised, as
described earlier, of the violin, didjeridu, and Weems’s interior monologue; the second is
Weems narrating alone; the third is a full playing of Leonard Bernstein’s orchestration of
Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings; and, the final movement ending with Weems, again,
narrating alone, providing the last word. Each movement is punctuated by silences at
their beginnings and ends.
Through all this sound and silence, Weems’s interior monologue is the continuous
thread. A sound bridge that carries us through the different elements of the film, guiding
us along the narrative arc that spans great distances of time, musical movements,
performed photographic constructions, and appropriated images. She guides us as we
explore the great mystery of the human condition where we carry the “painful reality of
life [that] is always with us,” 45 influencing who we are.

Connor argues that blues provides a way to work through the pain of life and, citing Martin
Luther King, Jr., gets us through that other side of pain to ‘triumph.’ Connor, “Worrying the Line,” 143.
45
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It is a journey through pain, to understand it, to get to the other side of it, to make
sense of our collective past and its influence on the present. For this reason, Weems
creates her own blues, with her own voice summoning the trauma of the civil rights
period, which has defined and formed us:

WEEMS (V.O.)
The assassinations
the assassinations

the assassinations.

She samples and mixes history, not just through images, but through sounds that
she fades into one another, blending her voice, her students’ voices, and music to create
new associations and context.
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OVER BLACK
TITLE:
A WOMAN IN WINTER
WEEMS (V.O.)
A woman stands in the fall of
winter,

(Pause)

the beginning of spring,
(Pause)

reflecting,

(breathe)

considering,
DISSOLVE TO

(breathe)

EXT: BARREN AND DARK LANDSCAPE--WINTER
Ground level shot of a woman’s bare feet standing on raw
soil, snow is falling, wind blows her white dress.
WEEMS (V.O.)
imagining,

(Pause)

contemplating the past,
(Pause)

imagining the future.
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Video 9 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of the woman in winter from Constructing History: A
Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

The screen is black, the moan of the didjeridu and the cries of the violin have
stopped. Weems’s voice has gone silent. The feeling of the music and Weems’s voice
lingers with us. It contrasts the silence, giving the nothingness weight.
An intertitle emerges that reads “A Woman in Winter.” Weems begins to speak
again with her spoken word cadences of breathes and pauses, reciting the text shown
above. We are in an in-between time, “the fall of winter” and “the beginning of spring,”
between death and rebirth. When Weems says “considering,” an image dissolves into the
frame. Slowly, bare feet on raw soil come into view. It is the woman in winter. Her
brown skin reflects the soft twilight of day and night. Flecks of snow move across the
screen. The hemline of her white linen dress blows in the wind.
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WEEMS (CONT’D)
With one step,

she could be in the future in
CRANE UP

an instant,

The camera focused on the woman in winter’s feet begins to

crane up to her waist. Her arms and hands hang at her side.
She is motionless, drained of energy.
WEEMS (V.O.)
or, in the past,

or, in the moment,
the now.

(pause)

CUT TO

But to get to now,

Medium closeup shot of the woman in winter.
WEEMS (V.O)
to this moment,

she needs to look back over
the landscape

The woman in winter Turns her body to face the left side of
the frame

WEEMS (V.O.)
of memory.
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Video 10 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Medium shot film still of the woman in winter from Constructing
History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.
Figure 32 bottom left Carrie Mae Weems, American, born 1953. 1995-1996. From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried. Place: Baltimore Museum of Art, Collectors Circle Fund for Art by African
Americans, and Edward Joseph Gallagher III Memorial Fund. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ABALTIMOREIG_10313362561.
Figure 33 bottom right Carrie Mae Weems, American, born 1953. 1995-1996. From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried. Place: Baltimore Museum of Art, Collectors Circle Fund for Art by African
Americans, and Edward Joseph Gallagher III Memorial Fund. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ABALTIMOREIG_10313362231.
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The woman in winter faces the left side of the frame. The camera maintains its
position as we gaze at her profile. She is “looking over the landscape of memory,” 46
which Weems expresses literally as a gaze and a turning of the body, a shifting of
position.
This act of gazing echoes Weems’s earlier work, From Here I Saw What
Happened and I Cried (1995-96) where she appropriated George Specht’s photograph of
Nobosodrou in profile, creating two new versions (figures 32–33): in the first,
Nobosodrou is looking toward the right, in the other version she is looking left. The
appropriation is constructed as mirroring images. When the woman in winter turns again
to face the other direction, she mirrors her profile like Nobosodrou. With this act, Weems
inserts the Nobosodrou, Mangbetu women, and her previous work. Most importantly, Not
only is she inserting them as a subject—something originally denied to Nobosodrou and
Mangbetu women—she is assigning them the power of gazing. Our vision of this
moment is through the woman in winter, a Black woman who is observing history. This
woman has agency, critical awareness, and vision, which is counter to the historically
objectifying male gaze of the Black female body found within the canon.
However, rather than placing the woman in winter as a bookend, Weems has
placed her in the center, locating her within the work at a key position, a transition, the
bridge between both halves of the film and the silent break of the music.
As Weems narrates, the camera cranes up slowly along the length of her body.
The wind continues to blow her dress. The camera passes her hands, which hang at her
side. As we get to her torso, there is a cut to a medium shot of her profile. She is facing

46

Weems, Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment, (00:08:54).
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the left side of the screen (video 10). Weems states “she needs to look back over the
landscape of memory.” The woman in winter turns. Weems says, “lost in memory…” and
the Adagio for Strings begins.
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WEEMS (V.O)
Lost in memory,
CUT TO

the woman faces a history,

INT/EXT: DARK CLASSROOM
A woman standing with her back to the camera, faces a
cherry tree with blossoms. Snow falls.

WEEMS (CONT’D)
a history with a story that
has been told a thousand
times before.

If you look on the horizon,
here and there,
first seen,
now hidden,

are little sightings of hope
or dreams,

of memories.
If you look closely,

through the corridors of

time, even within the horror,
one can see
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WEEMS (CONT’D)
the fluttering
wings of doves

wings like time

batting out beats of hope.
Hope was the thing missed
the thing hoped for.

You could almost taste it.

But it was just out of reach,
just above your head

DISSOLVE
TITLE:
The Fall: The Assassinations
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CUT TO

Video 11 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. film still of the assassin from Constructing History: A Requiem to
Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

DISSOLVE
At the apex of the film, the camera tracks toward a figure seated on a pedestal. He
is a lone gunman, an assassin, sitting in full darkness. A crate supports him as he hunches
forward, his elbows resting on his thighs. In his hand he holds a half-smoked cigarette
with a long length of burnt ash. An ashtray on the floor sits unused. In the other hand, he
holds a gun, turning it, light reflecting off its sleek metal body. His eyes face downward,
focusing on the gun. In the background, we hear Samuel Barbers’ Adagio for Strings
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(1938) as the camera tracks around the figure, revealing new angles as if we were in a
gallery walking around a live sculpture.
The assassin is unaware of our presence. Never glancing towards us or the
camera. He is deeply involved with the gun in his hand, lost in his thoughts, isolated from
us. We get close, within touching distance, He wipes his forehead to remove sweat or a
thought. The camera continues moving. We are behind him, as the music descends
towards a moment of silence.
The inclusion of the Adagio for Strings is a transgressive act. According to Kip
Pegley, we associate Barber's piece with national mourning because of its repeated
insertion in moments of national crisis. As such, it has been used within constructions of
our master narrative to symbolize grief. These narratives of grieving are reserved only for
memorializing the dead who support the construction of national identity. The American
archetype that perfectly embodies this is the fallen hero. And, because we assign
“meaning to the sounds…heard based on…previous experiences,” 47 when Adagio for
Strings is played, we are reminded of certain hero imagery like the fallen Vietnam War
soldier or the 9/11 firefighter. 48
However, Weems has chosen instead to play it over a reconstruction of an antihero, the assassin, the perpetrator of the violence, and, as the video continues, over his
victims: the dead, grieving, and terrified bodies. Weems directs our gaze toward these
moments, recreated in the bodies of the students, and asks us to look at the personal, the

Pegley, “Public Mourning, the Nation and Samuel Barber’s Adagio for Strings,” 67.
Larson, “The Saddest Music Ever Written,” 15; “From Funerals To Festivals, The Curious
Journey Of The ‘Adagio For Strings.’”
47
48
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intimate: a draped rosary, clutching hands, a tender kiss, an isolated and angry lost man,
the blood-stained shirt, the corpse. We witness these events, and as we do, we are moved
to interrogate and resolve our feelings conjured by the music against the images of the
specific people presented to us. This awakens an active listening—and seeing—so that
we are not engaging an idea of grieving, but, rather, an experience of it that is personal
and specific that allows for more nuanced emotions to emerge like anger, fear, and
compassion. In trying to raise a new level of discourse, 49 Weems allows us to reconsider
the assassin, whether it be James Earl Ray, Sirhan Sirhan, Lee Harvey Oswald, Nathuram
Vinayak Godse, Thomas Hagan, etc. And, to consider, the flawed and broken beauty of
the mourners, who grieve a real loss of a loved one, not some imaginary fallen idealized
American myth.
Barber’s piece is not independent. Weems places it within a larger body of work.
It is equal in weight, length, and emotive affect as the movement that precedes it, which
is comprised of the didjeridu and violin. It is as if Weems is making a connection of
lineage. The mourning and the yearning found in the “high art” of Barber’s piece is a
direct descendent of the didjeridu and the violin with their own accents comprised of the
breathy drone and the agonizing cry. And, that it too is made up of specific elements that
comprise its collective sound. It is universal because of its lineage, its connection to the
past, and for its diverse accented voices that make it a whole unified piece.

49
Faith Smith argues that part of Weems’s process is about placing at the center of discourse, the
experiences of African Americans though a multi-media approach that transmits and declares…shared
losses, longings, and hopes” as “universal lessons. ”Smith, “‘And for You I Played a Sorrow Song’:
Looking at Frances Johnston’s Photographs with Carrie Mae Weems,” 16–17; Lescaze, “8 Artists on the
Influence of Carrie Mae Weems.”
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As the camera makes its way back to the front of the assassin, it cranes down,
then zooms in on the gun, which he holds with his finger on the trigger, pointing it down.
The Adagio for Strings moves towards a rest. Then, Weems inserts her voice, speaking in
a ceremonial way, reciting a litany of the murdered.
The scene fades to black. Weems continues the litany, her prayer for the dead.
The image dissolves to a reconstruction of John F. Kennedy’s motorcade. Kennedy is
waving from his car, the moment before his murder. A smiling Jackie Kennedy is at his
side. A young woman drives the car. Her face is blocked by a mass of flowers, which
read like make-shift memorials one finds at various crash sites along the back roads and
highways marking our country with traces of grief.
Weems speaks in a slow and deliberate pace. It is a spoken word performance.
She pauses between each line of prayer. The length of time varies, sometimes a full bar,
two beats worth, or just enough for a breath. Her voice is the centerpiece leading the
requiem mass, like a priest reading from a gospel book, that ancient manuscript of
history, which, following Weems’s directive we will mark, in this case, with silence that
provide the space for contemplation, internalizing as we reflect. In those moments we
return to the sound of our body’s own rhythm, our pulse. 50 Each punctuated silence
detangles each moment, each person, and each crime from the other, shining “the bright
lights of history” 51 on them:

50
Fonseca-Wollheim, “How the Silence Makes the Music: A Brief, Incomplete, Very Quiet Guide
to the History of Music’s Negative Spaces.”; Weagel, “Silence in John Cage and Samuel Beckett,” 251.
51
In a discussion about James Baldwin, Carrie Mae Weems states that she has "come to define
love as a source of deep illumination. That love "is [about] shining the spotlight very…clearly on
something," which enables one to respond with 'I Love You' because you reveal to me and show me the
breath of myself. Live Ideas; Weems, Constructing History.
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Figure 34 Samuel Barber, “Adagio for Strings” New York Philharmonic score used by Leonard Bernstein.
1943. New York Philharmonic, https://archives.nyphil.org/index.php/artifact/6c0c78e0-c286-40dc-98abd9d3f314d575-0.1/fullview#page/1/mode/2up.
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WEEMS (V.O.)
There is the murder of Medgar
Evers.

(Silence)

The assassination of Martin.
(Silence)

The assassination of Gandhi.
(Silence)

The public assassination of
John Kennedy.

(Silence)

The assassination and murder
of innocent students
(Silence)

The primetime assassination
of Robert Kennedy
(Silence)

The assassination of Che
Guevara

(Silence)

The assassination of Allende
(Silence)

The assassination of Patrice
Lumumba

(Silence)
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WEEMS (CONT’D)
The assassinations
the assassinations
the assassinations
(Silence)

The brutal assassination of
millions of Jews.
(Silence)

Jews gassed for the size of
their nose, the bent of an
ear

(Silence)

for religious belief
(Pause)

for the jobs they held
(Pause)

for the trades they applied
(Pause)

for the color of their skin
(Pause)

the texture of their hair
(Pause)

the place of origins

(Extended Silence)
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FADE OUT
In addition to music, silence has its own presence. Consider, with all the layering
of sound, diegetic sound is absent. We hear only the droning, the wailing, Weems’s
interior monologue, and Barber’s composition. This lack of interior noise enshrouds the
classroom with a virtual sheet of silence. We can only observe the action. It is a negative
space of sound that creates a distancing between us and the subject matter. It is as if the
silence has its own dimension, its own thickness. With it, Weems invokes and marks the
moment with the effects of the traumatic silencing of history. 52 It is the subtext of the
musical silence. A revenant voice that gives form and meaning to the grief which cannot
otherwise be said with words. 53
As a construction of sound, Weems creates a three-dimensional scape. Her voice
is the dominant presence in the foreground, directing the story, providing the premise,
and leading the ceremony. If we were to represent her voice musically, she would be
shown on the alto clef, between the treble clef of the solo violin or Barber’s strings, and
the bass clef of the didjeridu; however, a fourth, relative pitch would need to be added
for the silence cast over the actors and images. It is, like her voice, a continuous thread
but with its own pitch that is outside our range of perception and understanding. A pitch
of memory that exists in the distant background, behind the middle ground of the
didjeridu and string instruments.

Raymond, “The Original Experience,” 154.
Weagel, “Silence in John Cage and Samuel Beckett,” 251; Dort, “The Text of a Textless
Theater,” 468.
52
53
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Weems is using sound to both create and disrupt spaces, which in turn awakens
our listening. Often, the discussion around Weems’s work focuses on the gaze, the
decentering of one in favor of a new one, which is an important aspect; but Weems is
also interested in how we listen, to whom we listen to and to whom we do not, and that,
like the gaze, marks and re-inscribes the body.
Within her other works, like The Louisiana Project (2003), Weems has often
disrupted historically white spaces, visually, through the presence of her body within
their empty rooms. Similarly, by inserting non-diegetic sound and internal diegetic
sound, Weems inserts silence through its absence onto and into the classroom, the
location where our master narratives have been told to us through a history that ignores a
great portion of our story, of our humanity. 54 The silence takes on its own presence,
unseen yet felt like a haunting ghost as if the sound was always there, waiting to be
summoned and given the space to be heard. 55

54
55

Abston, “Reconstructing the Past,” 45.
Raymond, “The Original Experience,” 148–60; Raymond, “The Crucible of Witnessing,” 27.
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Figure 35 Carrie Mae Weems. 2003. A Single’s Waltz in Time (The Louisiana Project). Three panel Iris
print, 20 3/4 × 20 3/4 inches each. Art21, https://art21.org/gallery/carrie-mae-weems-artwork-survey2000s/#4.

Weems is activating listening, attuning our ears to multiple sounds that occupy
multiple cultural locations and are associated with multiple understandings, some of
which are informed by our prescribed notions of otherness. 56 We listen to these familiar
sounds, which she then defamiliarizes by blending them with the precision of a DJ with
two turntables who is transitioning from one song to another, creating a new musical
moment in that in-between space. Within this space Weems creates new sounds from the
need to resolve the disparity, the disconnection from the overlapping of beats and notes.
It is the beauty of her resolve that we hear, 57 a dissonance expressing the grief and the
mourning and the agony of all the assassinations. It is the background to her spoken
word poetry that she inserts herself into like an MC. Through it, she introduces the “oral
forms [which] have long been an integral element of communication within African
communities” 58 into the sacred requiem, into the archive, into the history, into the myth

Dreher, “Listening across Difference,” 448.
Johnson, Dissonance.
58
Price-Styles, “MC Origins: Rap and Spoken Word Poetry,” 12.
56
57
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as a response to their pain and suffering through a blues of sound and silence that sings
“oh freedom!”

CHORUS
There'll be singin'
there'll be singin'
there'll be singin'
over me

“Hold My Hand and We’re Halfway There.
Hold My Hand and I’ll Take You There,
Somehow…Someday…Somewhere”

In a world myriad as ours, the gaze is a singular act:
to look at something is to fill your whole life with it, if only briefly.
—Ocean Vuong, On Earth We’re Briefly Gorgeous

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
And now, each night I count the stars,
And each night I get the same number.
And when they will not come to be counted,
I count the holes they leave.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
—Amiri Baraka, From “Preface to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note” in Preface
to a Twenty Volume Suicide Note, 1961
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Figure 36 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. As Fate Would Have it (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Goodman Gallery, https://www.goodman-gallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems.
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INT/EXT: CLASSROOM
The room is illuminated by a key light and backlight. At
the center is a pedestal. Laying on it is Robert f.

Kennedy. He is shot. Bleeding, he looks at the ceiling.

Juan Romero, still feeling the heat of the gun on the side
of his face, kneels next to Kennedy.
ROMERO
Are You Ok? Can you get up?
Kennedy’s right leg shakes, his left eye twitches. Romero

reaches under Kennedy's head, lifting him by the neck, warm
blood covers his fingers. Juan grabs a rosary from his
pocket.

ROMERO
Come on Mr. Kennedy, you can
make it.

KENNEDY

Is Everybody all right? 59
Juan holds the rosary and stares deeply into the void.

Weems, out of view, looks through the viewfinder of Her
camera mounted on a tripod.

WEEMS (O.S.)
Hold

59

Kaiser, “RFK Must Die,” 165; Lopez, “Voices--Juan Romero.”
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In As Fate Would Have It, Robert F. Kennedy and Juan Romero hover within our
view. They are supported on a floating band of light. We see Kennedy’s dying body lying
face up and motionless on the pedestal. Next to him is the teenager Juan Romero.
Romero is dressed in his white hotel uniform, which reads like an alb. Romero’s left hand
is wrapped in a rosary, gripping it in prayer as the beads and cross hang over dying
Kennedy.

Figure 37 Giovanni Bellini. early 1500s. Pietà, Donà dalle Rose Pietà. painting. Place: Gallerie
dell'Accademia di Venezia. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/SCALA_
ARCHIVES_1039488991.

Like Mary in Bellini’s Pietà (figure 37), Romero holds Kennedy by the neck.
And, like Christ, Kennedy’s head limps back; however, his eyes are open, expressionless
as life begins to leave his body. Kennedy’s right knee is bent toward the camera. His left
leg is straight with his foot extending over the edge of the pedestal. His hands are curled,
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echoing Christ’s hands: his left resting on his waist; the right one reaches out beyond the
pedestal into the darkness toward us.
Unlike Bellini who inserts the Pietà into a sweeping landscape of organic forms
and recognizable architecture, Weems creates this moment within an expanse of dark
shadows and abstracted geometric forms. Both imply deep space. Bellini’s canvas is
layered with foreground, middle ground, and background. Objects within each layer are
scaled accordingly and assigned light values and colors to imply a receding
three-dimensional space. However, Weems’s image is boundless, constructed with
surface planes, grey values, and occasionally with a few orthogonal lines.
Weems’s rendering of space is driven by a functional aesthetic. Architectural
elements are stripped of unnecessary decoration. Geometry is simplified. Planes and lines
are suspended in mid-motion, frozen by the shutter to reveal a specific speck of time
enclosed briefly in a mathematical cosmos of shadow and geometric forms. In this other
dimension, space is transient as objects moved by an unseen catalyst maintain their
trajectories, uninterrupted traveling through the infinite black matter.
What had been the site of the classroom, a small finished interior within a larger
raw space, has dematerialized into an infinite black box. Its formal symmetry and
hierarchy disrupted by the off-axis placement of the camera, which gives the composition
movement while decentering the actors. Corners and planar faces split apart under the
immense shadows of the chiaroscuro lighting giving way to an infinite space. This
immense blackness is a virtual theater that floats within our field of vision. The square
picture frame is the flexible proscenium with the ability to shift between views. Through
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it, we peer into the impermanent theater of kinetic energy where space is not bound by
any force of gravity or measurements of time.

WEEMS (V.O.)
This is a story
within a story
A key

a peephole

Remnants of the classroom are suspended in the ether. Orientations of up and
down are meaningless. Globes become planets. Framed nudes read as distant and faint
heavenly bodies like constellations that have traveled light years to reach our eyes. They
point us to other presences, other narratives, and other beginnings from other times.
The clock is rendered functionless as a speck of frozen time, impossibly capturing
the fleeting present: a quantum moment that is immeasurable, miniscule, and
paradoxically infinite. Here, the clock exists symbolically, ever reminding us that
although the memory of this tragic American trauma is frozen in our collective conscious,
it invades the present, “persist[ing] beyond the confines of stationary clock time.” 60
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Nalbantian, “Afterword. Images of the Artists,” 154.
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DISSOLVE TO

Video 12 Film still from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae
Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

INT/EXT. DEEP EMPTY SPACE
A camera moves around the pedestal that holds Kennedy and

Romero. They remain still for the duration of the tracking
shot. Adagio for Strings by Samuel Barber plays. A key
light enters on the left side of the frame. The camera

continues moving. The light moves across the screen exiting
the frame on the right side.
DISSOVLE
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A side view of Romero emerges. There is flare on the left side of the screen as
overexposed light bounces in the body of the camera. Romero’s face is rendered with
angular highlights. A point of light enters on the right side of the screen and rises. Time
has stopped and time has sped up. Here Romero and Kennedy are suspended in time,
forever encased within the moment of compassion, death, intimacy, and pain. The camera
moves. We see the rosary shaking slightly with each breath Romero takes. We are behind
Romero. The camera continues along the dolly track. The point of light descends and
exits on the right side of the frame. The camera continues but now it cranes up then tilts
down. It becomes a point of view shot. As there are no other characters, we understand it
as our view and are inserted into the image. We move, with the precision and grace of
flight, past the figures.
The image dissolves. We see a close-up of Romero’s face. The camera holds
briefly, then cranes down his body. The rosary shakes. Barber’s strings grow into a
crescendo of weeping violins. The camera stops. We gaze at Kennedy’s face as he stares
peacefully toward the light.
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WEEMS (V.O.)
And now all things are
unavoidable

Perhaps in shame
we’ll turn away

but the crime remains

DISSOLVE

Video 13 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Intertitle from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the
Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://youtu.be/j4VevU2LpQo.

TITLE: EVIDENCE
DISSOLVE
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The persistent memory is a crime scene. Weems is the investigator. She searches
the moment to find the thing lost: hope. To see with new eyes, she removes the
unnecessary. The hotel gone. Journalists gone. Assassin gone. Widow gone. Time
stopped. Limits and boundaries removed. Reality suspended. This is not a reenactment; it
is an imagined construction. Weems creates it for getting to and into the moment: the
pressed rosary in the dying man’s hands, held by a shocked teenager, a location of hope.
Facts follow memory in this construction of imagination. Within it, indexing links
seemingly unrelated moments separated by large distances of time and geography,
activating our associative memory. It is a magical realm where Christ occupies the same
space and body as Robert F. Kennedy, and Romero with the Madonna. Their connection
to each other is made by Weems appropriating an ancient appropriation, the Pietà, which
occupies and influences our collective understanding of Western art, appearing in all
forms of media. The origins of this theme itself is an imagined construction dating back
to thirteenth-century Europe. Each appropriated version added a new association, a new
accent, a new space in the canon, in history. Each time attenuating us to read the Pietà as
a devotional. The mere arrangement of a hand, a foot, and two bodies evokes Mary’s
lament, continuously reminding us of the universal human condition of grief.
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Figure 38 top row left to right As Fate Would Have It; The First Major Blow; Suspended Belief; The
Assassin’s Bullet.
Figure 39 middle row left to right Mourning; The Assassination of Medgar, Martin, Malcolm; Installation
view, Center of Contemporary Art, Seville, Spain, 2010.
Figure 40 bottom row imagined parti diagram of wall layout from As Fate Would Have It, The First Major
Blow, and The Assassin’s Bullet.
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Within this constructed space, the figures are backgrounded by a wall centrally
located along the horizon line. It sits parallel to the picture plane, just outside the focal
plane, which adds a soft texture to its edges without losing its rectilinear form. The lack
of side faces negates any linear perspective. Because of this, we read it as a plane of grey
value.
On its surface are two glowing windows. They too lack any receding orthogonal
lines, so we do not perceive them as having any depth nor as openings in the wall. And,
just like the wall, we read the windows as rectangular planes, however, as luminescence.
This glow is created by rear projections of diffused cloud-like images that have slight
modulations in light and shadow. They are suspended color fields with surfaces that are
atmospheric. Their glowing presence contrasts the dark grey wall, which creates the
illusion that the rectangles are suspended, floating off the wall’s surface.
These atmospheric windows and the all-encompassing dark shadows blur the lines
of inside and out. Are we looking in, through the frame—which is just another window—
into a contained dark void, ungrounded? Or, are we contained within another interior that
exists on our side of the aperture looking into infinite space, seeing other windows into
other worlds as they float past our vision?
These windows are the constant “eyes” that look back with light. We encounter
them. They are repeatedly seen and acting like a match cut device links each production
still as we move along from framed photograph to framed photograph. Black squares
with white mattes and black borders on a white wall, connect to each other through
geometry and light. Their darkness and luminescence draw our attention. Demanding the
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consideration of a longer gaze, calling on us to contemplate and mediate on them. To stop
these filmic moments by stopping ourselves.
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Figure 41 top Mark Rothko (American, 1903-1970). 1969. Untitled. Place: Collection of Kate Rothko
Prizel. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AROTHKO_10312561467.
Figure 42 bottom Mark Rothko (American, 1903-1970). 1969. Untitled. Place: Christopher Rothko.
https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AROTHKO_10313269639.
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Figure 43 top Leonardo da Vinci. 1495-1498. Last Supper. fresco. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/SCALA_ARCHIVES_1039929028.
Figure 44 bottom Rothko Chapel-Paintings, east wall: east black-figure triptych. CA R 745 1967 Ro,
Harvard Fine Arts Library, Digital Images & Slides Collection 1998.02777 olvsurrogate82683.
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Just above the central wall, we see traces of the exposed plenum space that
consists of beams and overlapping pipes. Together, they create the illusion of an
oversized ceiling grid of lines and volumes. Their receding orthogonal lines create a
sense of depth. The ends of the beams on the left and right side of the frame disappear
into the shadow. we barely perceive their edges. The low height wall cuts off our view of
the space behind, preventing us from seeing where the pattern of lines and volumes will
end. They continue their projection, toward us, past the image frame. Without ends, the
grid extends infinitely in all directions.
Within in this upper area is a glowing ball of light. It is a repeated element that
threads these images together. Although it may function as a backlight to sharpen the
edges of the figures, it reads as motivated lighting. The kind used in cinema. It hovers
above Kennedy and Romero like a lodestar in the upper sky, just above the horizon,
shining through a gauze of haze. It holds the figures within its gravitational pull. Its
overexposed beams reflect off the mist and blankets our figures in a triangular cloud,
drawing more of our attention. It is a nebulous presence on the verge of becoming form,
like a third figure claiming its own space.
At the center is the pedestal. It appears suspended, floating through the scene. The
floating illusion is created by the low-key light illuminating the front of the figures. The
lower portion of this light is blocked off, creating a thin band of light and dark shadows
on the floor. Within this shadow there is limited detail information, so the hard edges of
the pedestal’s lower half disappear and blend with the sea of black shadow covering the
floor.
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Figure 45 left Theo van Doesburg, (Artist), Dutch, 1883-1931, Cornelis Van Eesteren, (Artist), Dutch,
1897-1988. Drawing date: 1923, Project date: 1923. Contra-Construction Project Axonometric.
Architectural Drawings. Place: Museum of Modern Art (New York, N.Y.). https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/MOMA_12090001.
Figure 46 right Parti diagram of As Fate Would Have It, constructed by the author.

WEEMS (V.O.)
And we knew that the world
was now completely

completely ours to destroy.
And if left in the wrong
hands

would be destroyed.
Life gone in a moment
in the flash

in the blink of an eye.
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Weems connects science and art to build her own abstract contra-construction but
one whose utopic sensibility is broken and further made oblique by the insertion of
Romero and Kennedy. They are like the cracks in the glass of Duchamp’s The Bride
Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even 1915–1923 (figure 47). With their presence the
pedestal becomes the altar, the sacrificial table that is the centerpiece to this ethereal
space, Weems’s imagined chapel.

Figure 47 left Duchamp, Marcel, French, 1887-1968. 1915-1923. The Bride Stripped Bare by Her
Bachelors, Even (or, The Large Glass). https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AIC_790012.
Figure 48 right Marcel Duchamp. 1915-1928. Bride Stripped Bare by her Bachelors. Painting. Place:
Philadelphia: Mus. of Art; Louise & Walter Arensberg Coll. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AWSS35953_35953_31707317.
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Unlike Leonardo Da Vinci who painted the deep space of The Last Supper (figure
43) on a wall, Weems is using walls to paint space. Like Leonardo Da Vinci, Weems’s
uses the orthogonal lines of the ceiling to suggest depth, however, hers is not a forced
perspective. The sense of depth comes from the absence of edges. And, just like
Leonardo, Weems’s space serves as the environment for a last supper. The pedestal is the
cadaver table, the communion altar. It is covered in the band of white light with crisp
edges like a cloth.
The space is constructed as a mathematical concept of geometry, not in the
Euclidean sense of intersecting axes and quadrants, but more like a fourth dimensional
hyperbox that has been deconstructed, existing outside our limited body-bound
perceptions. 61 Here, time does not exist, it is infinite, non-linear, multi-directional. An
infinite number of moments, nodes of time, intersect at various locations within this
hypercube contained in the black matter by some mysterious force stronger than gravity.
Weems uses the camera, exploiting its limited dynamic range, like a scientific tool. With
it she imagines a constructed seeing that goes beyond the finite scope of our senses into
an infinite cosmology by locating the node, the miniscule, the atomic sized moment in the
field of vast nothingness to create a cosmic dreamscape. 62
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Kemp, “Dali’s Dimensions,” 27.
Anderson, “Dali’s Surrealist Masterpiece to Be Displayed at North-East Castle.”
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Like Salvador Dali, who, with
the Crucifixion, 1954 (figure 49), placed
the ancient narrative of the Christ in an
unknowable dimension, Weems has
done the same, using the Pietà instead.
By inserting it, our associations of it, the
grieving Mary tending to her dead son si
also inserted into this liminal space.
With it, Weems bridge[s] the divide
that…separates science from
religion.” 63And, it is the same space that
Weems locates the character, the woman
Figure 49 Dali, Salvador (1904-1989, Spanish) artist.
1954. Crucifixion; Alternate: Corpus hypercubicus,
Total. paintings. Place: Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York, New York, United States. https://libraryartstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/
HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_9492483451.

in winter. From there, the woman in
winter will venture to find herself by
sorting through memory to uncover the

traces of the “fluttering wings of doves…batting out beats of hope” from within the
infinite, the void, the mystery.
Yet, there is an unresolved moment. The presence of the equipment on the lower
left corner. It is easy to read this as a mistake; however, it is intentional. It disrupts the
planar abstraction of the space. It shifts us like a dissonant chord of a piano, knocking us
out of the illusion and back to a three-dimensional reality. We shift between abstraction
and real space. The ethereal light shifts between being a state of mysterious presence and
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Macdonald, “The Painter Who Entered the Fourth Dimension.”
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a functional fixture. The openings in the wall shift between pure geometry and
fenestration.
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Figure 50 left Boris Yaro. 1968. Juan Romero and Sen. Robert F. Kennedy, June 5, 1968, Los Angeles
Times.
Figure 51 right Bill Eppridge. 1968. Robert F. Kennedy Assassination, Time Life Pictures / Getty Images.

As Fate Would Have it is a reconstruction of Robert F. Kennedy’s assassination,
indexing two images from that day that have come to represent the moment. One taken
by Yaro Boris, published by the Los Angeles Times, and the other by Bill Eppridge,
published in Life Magazine (figures 50–51). Both men photographed the moment from
similar vantage points, so that the images seem to reference the other. If we were to place
the images side by side, they would appear like stills taken from the same film. The
change in focal lengths and lighting could read like a jump cut in time. Weems version is
the eventual next cut, where time has passed and we have managed to walk among the
action, to catch Romero returning to the scene to give the dying Kennedy the Rosary in
his pocket. 64
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Lopez, “Voices--Juan Romero.”
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This act of compassion, of pressing the Catholic symbol into the Catholic
candidate’s hand is where Weems sees one of the effects of the traumatic moment. It is
not the blood or the violence but the intimate moment between the two strangers, initiated
from Romero’s desire to comfort Kennedy. She expresses this by highlighting the details,
the gesture, and the man, Romero, who had been forgotten.
Weems states that her process includes “insert[ing] for the first time, a body that
has not often been” present within the canon by…pull[ing] forward a body that rests in
the background.” By re-centering one body and de-centering another, Weems “build[s]
images that don’t exist.” 65 With As Fate Would Have It, Weems chooses to change our
focus by pulling Juan Romero forward.
In reimagining the image, Weems reworks the pose and the angle of our vision.
We are looking down on Juan Romero in Yaro’s and Eppridge’s photos; however, in
Weems’s image, Romero is at eye level and centrally placed within the frame. The
objects such as the framed images on the back wall, the window, and the clock anchor
and reframe him, further directing our focus on Romero. Furthermore, as noted before,
Weems has the actors recreate the moment, as a Pietà pose, which elevates Romero’s
role from the busboy to a status equal to the Virgin Mary—God’s servant—thereby
elevating Juan Romero while simultaneously weaving him—and the reenactors—into art
history and connecting them to the painful and graceful ancient Christ narrative.
Additionally, Weems not only directs focus onto Romero, but also to the moment
of prayer, by emphasizing the rosary in his hand that was absent from the original
images. This element is not imagined. Romero did press a rosary into Kennedy’s limp
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Carrie Mae Weems | NGA (00:01:07–00:02:53).
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hand. Weems highlights the rosary as an index directing us to see beyond the original
image. We view this as a kind of visual accent, marking Romero, not as a stereotype, but
as a reminder of what he brings with him. That, in that moment of terror and violence,
Romero sought comfort for the dying Kennedy by tapping into the traditions of his
Mexican heritage where the rosary is the symbol of the Madonna. She is the intercessor
who, within Hispanic Catholic funerary customs, aids the transition to death. Romero was
invoking a rite of passage for Kennedy to move from the life he knew to new life in
death. 66 And, with this supplication, in that moment, Romero converted the site of
Kennedy’s assassination from the profane place of murder to a sacred one.

JUAN ROMERO
(whispering)
Santa María
Madre de Dios
ruega por nosotros pecadores
ahora y en la hora de nuestra
muerte.
Amén.
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Davis, “Dead Reckoning or Reckoning with The Dead,” 24.
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Figure 52 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. As Fate Would Have it (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Goodman Gallery, https://www.goodman-gallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems.
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Figure 53 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Tragedy of Hiroshima (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, NY. https://jackshainman.com/artists/carrie_mae_weems.
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Figure 54 Eugene W. Smith. 1972. Tomoko Uemura in Her Bath, from Minamata, Japan. Photograph.
Artstor, https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822001326642.
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Profoundly affected in this process of performance photography is the participant,
Gyun Hur, who plays Juan Romero in As Fate Would Have It. She claims that, because of
her age and as the daughter of immigrants, she had no prior connection to this indelible
tragic and historic moment, known to most Americans. However, she claims that by
using her body as an expression of history and “assuming” the role of Juan Romero, she
was able to somatically access the historical moment and reach “the place of
understanding [of] what exactly happened” 67
However, Gyun Hur also plays another role in Constructing History. We see her
in The Tragedy of Hiroshima (figure 53), which is based on Eugene Smith’s image,
Tomoko in Her Bath (Figure 54). The image depicts Tomoko Uemura bathed by her
mother, Ryoko. In it, we see Tomoko suffering from the paralyzing effects of Minamata
disease, a neurological syndrome caused by the Chisso Corporation dumping industrial
wastewater laced with mercury into her town’s local water infecting the food chain.
The image is presented as a document of a crime. Evidence of a body afflicted.
But it was not a found moment, as one might expect within documentary images, but one
Smith directed as a mediated version of the Pietà. 68 Therefore, the act of Weems
constructing this image, the actual process, is itself a reconstruction and reinterpretation.
And like Eugene Smith, Weems’s staging works as a mediated truth to reveal by “an
intensification of something that is absolutely authentic,” 69 the effects of trauma
alongside an expression of love.

“Compassion” (00:31:34).
Bogre, Documentary Photography Reconsidered, 31.
69
The New York Times, “W. Eugene Smith”; Bogre, Documentary Photography Reconsidered.
67
68
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We see the effects in the gesture of the hand, the curl, just as we saw in As Fate
Would Have It and Bellini’s Pietà. It is as an expression of Tomoko’s illness, her
paralyzed body, poisoned, near death. We visually link it to the broken hand of Christ,
the laxed muscles of the unconscious Kennedy, and the curled hand around the beaded
rosary displaying the belief and compassion of Juan Romero. This is a visual gesture, a
cue that directs us to recall, engage, and apply our associations attached to previous work
that we have experienced, whether real or imagined, in the form of other documentary
photographs, paintings, and sculpture.
Weems takes the associative indexing to another level by casting Gyun Hur into
two constructions appearing in both the video and photographic installments, creating
new self-referencing associations. Hur is the corporeal bridge linking these moments,
connecting the assassination, the poisoning, and the nuclear genocide. Hur’s embodiment
compresses the distances of time and geography separating these events. She is the new
association, the new index who plays the martyr and the Madonna, and the mother and
the child. She embodies all that history, all the trauma, and all the compassion and grief.
It lives as somatic memory within her, created through the experience of constructing the
others’ lived experiences.
Through this action, Gyun Hur has expressed arriving at a new understanding by
experiencing history through the construction. This process involves more than posing. It
demands an examination of the facts, as Weems claims. This includes the interrogation of
the facts with the image, of the people depicted, within their historical context. It involves
considering other pieces indexed in the project, which requires an understanding of art
movements and other associations beyond the scope of the “original images.” It is an
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experience of both the mind and body, creating new memory within each, not from an
idea of an image of memory but through a re-experiencing via an informed reenactment.
This is a more nuanced approach to learning history that relies on the details. To
hear that Juan Romero pressed a rosary into Kennedy’s hand is one thing, albeit moving,
it is another thing to experience the sensation of holding a rosary over a stretched limp
body. And, before getting to that moment, thinking about what kind of rosary and why
would Romero have one. What about him would have prompted him to reach for it within
the narrow window of time under the conditions of trauma?
According to Pierre Nora, there is a gulf between history and memory, which has
led to the demise of memory. This, to Nora, “has had the effect of a revelation, as if an
ancient bond of identity had been broken and something had ended that we had
experiences as self-evident,” 70 causing a collective amnesia. This kind of shift away from
memory causes us to deny and overlook shameful histories like “slavery and colonial
exploitation,” stunting our ability to “mourn and make reparations over America’s part in
the massive suffering.” 71
Nora further states that this demise in memory coincides with the weakening of
our own ability to remember, which we have handed over to history. And, history, for its
part, has become a “science,” devoid of meaning, utilized and industrialized for the
creation of an illusion of a cohesive linear past. This history is supported by the
cataloguing and deifying of objects as evidence. This makes the scale and scope of
history incapable of fully being seen or understood because it is bogged down by the
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Nora, “Between Memory and History,” 7–9.
Haaken, “Cultural Amnesia,” 465.
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minutia of the mundane and the account of all that can be accounted for. 72 Such a
reliance, has made “history,” according to Nora, “become our replaceable imagination,”
lacking life, interpretation, reinvention, evolution, deformations, the organic found within
the actions of memory and remembering. 73
Weems returns us to memory by converting herself and us into actors of
remembering a shared phenomenon. 74 She does so by first creating the environment for
us to begin looking at ourselves and our collective trauma. The kind of environment
Weems creates is what Foucault refers to as “counter-sites,” which he argues are capable
of bringing about the “hidden presence of the sacred.” 75
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Nora describes modern memory as archival, relying on documents, moving us away from
experience, preventing the internalization of memory. See Nora, “Between Memory and History,” 14.
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Nora, 24,8.
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Nora argues that “history is now a social science, [and] memory a purely private phenomenon.”
See Nora, 11.
75
Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” 23.
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Figure 55 Dali, Salvador, 1904-. 1955. Last Supper. Place: National Gallery of Art (U.S.). https://libraryartstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ARTSTOR_103_41822000716918.
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Figure 56 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Looking Forward, Looking Back (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Art 21 Magazine, http://magazine.art21.org/2017/01/17/polyculturalist-visions-newframeworks-of-representation-multiculturalism-and-the-american-culture-wars/#.XxyFEp5KiHs.
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According to Foucault, these counter-sites, or “heterotopias”— unlike utopias
whose goal is homogenization—contain and represent all of reality. They act like a
mirror, “exert[ing] a…counteraction” to the positions we occupy. Within Weems’s
constructed space, this promotes a consciously active re-looking of our lives that places
us back into ourselves. And, because we perceive the counter-site like a mirror, we
understand and read reality as a “virtual space that opens up behind the surface.” 76 Under
these conditions, the trauma represented is externalized. It exists outside of us, so that we
may also look at it with renewed re-looking that does not retraumatize. The effect is that
Weems’s space is heterogenous, full of the complexities of life, yet believably artificial.
In it we are virtual victims, narrators, and authors. And, as we examine the events, the
trauma, we connect with history, with memory, and with each other by constantly
looking with a new gaze, or, as Laura Raymond states, a kind of seeing that is feminist
by its commitment of “never turning away.” 77
The counter-site Weems creates is liminal, bordering against reality and the
possibility of all reality. She and the performers are in a place of transition between
many points of time, ‘betwixt and between the positions assigned and arrayed by law,
custom, convention, and ceremony.’” 78 Within this liminality, According to Victor
Turner, exists “the ‘unconscious’ of cultural man,” 79 the stage before integrating new
narratives to create new communities, new histories, new memories, new
understandings, and new directions. A space where we may be renewed, reestablished,
placed within the ranks of society, counted as belonging. What has been lost—histories,

Foucault, 24.
Raymond, “The Crucible of Witnessing,” 44; Raymond, “The Original Experience,” 160.
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Turner, “Liminality and Communitas,” 95.
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Turner, “Passages, Margins and Poverty,” 392–93.
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memories, and people—are recovered while being reborn anew; new and old existing
simultaneously.

Me Mataron el Gallo

He’s to be left unwept, unburied, a lovely treasure
for birds that scan the field and feast to their heart’s content.
—Sophocles, from Antigone
They forced their minds to desert their bodies and their striving spirits sought to
rise, like frail whirlwinds from the hard red clay. And when those frail
whirlwinds fell, in scattered particles, upon the ground, no one mourned.
Instead, men lit candles to celebrate the emptiness that remained, as people do
who enter a beautiful but vacant space to resurrect a God.
—Alice Walker, from In Search of Our Mother’s Gardens
Yo soy como el chile verde, llorona
Picante pero sabroso
Yo soy como el chile verde, llorona
Picante pero sabroso.
—Guarionex Hidalgo Africano and Matos Paoli from the song “Llorona.”
A collective feeling like we’d had enough of this kind of shit.
—Michael Fader qtd. by queerstorian in “Stonewall Riots.”
Antigone tells the people that the bright lights of history are now shining down
on them, on her, on them and us together. When exposed, now all things are
knowable the age of innocence has passed, and we are actually responsible for
our own futures.
—Carrie Mae Weems, from Troubled Democracy
If I didn't look at those things now, if I didn’t look at all of that kind of trauma
and the mourning, and the sadness of the history of the last 40 years, then, you
know, I really wasn't worth my salt”
—Carrie Mae Weems, from “Compassion”
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CUT TO
EXT: WINTER LANDSCAPE
The hum of violins is elongated as the woman in winter

stands with her back to the camera, facing a cherry tree
with blossoms. Snow falls. The woman turns slowly to her
right, stops, and then fixes her gaze to a location just
beyond the rights side of the frame.

WEEMS (V.O.)
Exhausted from
the tyranny
the lies

the manipulation
the mystery
the mayhem

the assassinations
we stumble
strung out
stunned

looking back over our
shoulders
with fingers crossed.
The strategic manipulation
of politics and public
opinion
has had its way
we’re tired.
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Video 14 Carrie Mae Weems. Film still of the woman in winter in “The Fall: The Assassinations”
sequence from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube
.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.

CUT
The act entitled “The Fall: The Assassinations” from the video installation is
marked by Weems’s litany for the dead and portraits of the murdered and the mourning
witnesses. The lives presented are revealed to us in tracking shot after tracking shot,
moving us through scenes of violence, shock, and overwhelming sadness. Using a
combination of panning, zooming, and tilting, Weems creates the illusion that the
tracking camera is independently moving through the space, gliding along the frozen
action. As it does, we become aware of the camera’s gaze, reading it as an invisible
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“unknown presence.” 80 It exists simultaneously within and outside the diegesis of the
film as a part of the constructed world; and, as it is our view into the world, our gaze is
embedded into the construction, giving us access as if we are occupying space within the
frame. In it, we are invisible and unknown, not viewing detachedly through a
proscenium. We are no longer voyeurs. We are recast as witnesses and documenters with
the ability to move around the scene with urgency.

80

Johnson, “The Point of View of the Wandering Camera,” 55.
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WEEMS (V.O.)
They will see things meant
for older eyes

but they need to know

There are now schools for
suicide bombers

Lawlessness is everywhere
corruption rampant.

Video 15 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of Kent State shooting recreation from video Constructing
History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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The actors remain sill in their poses as we circumnavigate the crime scenes. Their
stillness mimics the photographs, implying a stop in time, a view into the past; however,
the moving camera implies the present as it travels through frozen nodes of time. For this
duality of stillness and movement to coexist, the camera, the unknown presence, must
move at or near the speed of light. Our gaze, linked to the camera, allows us to move
through time like an Einstein thought experiment, riding a beam of light, being the
impossible 81 through this black box of time-space. Here, history and perception are
relative and interdependent. All things exist at once. Histories are intertwined. Influences
and connections are revealed simultaneously. The dead, reanimated, live in all time. Their
actions on this earth captured in infinite stillness. Gravity, weightlessness, stillness, and
movement happen all at once. What we typically know, experience, interpret are called
into question, curved by Weems’s interceding cameras, the presence of the actors, and
our willingness to look again. 82

81
82

Isaacson, “The Light-Beam Rider.”
Isaacson.
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Figure 57 Einstein’s field equation

Endowed with superhuman vision and motion, we breach the surface of the
“original” photographs moving weightless within them. Unburdened, we view the crimes
and acts of grace from 360°. The subjects and the moments remain intact, unabstracted.
We experience our lightspeed journey as real time, slowed down by the camera to human
perception. At this pace, a multitude of simultaneous moments are revealed to us. It is
this simultaneity 83 that Weems captures, making the impossible possible, providing us
with holograph-like vision. We perceive an image of images. It is comprised of many
angles that, as we advance from frame to frame, illustrates a specific and paradoxically
infinite node of time. It is a low-tech one-camera approach to bullet time, which
3-dimensionalizes the flat photo, providing us with new vision so that we re-see, reimagine, re-construct, and re-evaluate what really happened. 84
“Grace Notes” Panel Discussion (00:22:08–00:22:36).
Bob Rehak argues that new innovations are needed in certain effects of film to reengage and
keep pace with ever increasing “competencies of audiences.” Rehak, “The Migration of Forms,” 32.
83
84
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WEEMS (O.S.)
This Violence was not like in
the movies

There were no fast cuts,

no pans
zooms

no close-ups
no fades.

Reality happens in slow

motion and somber colors. 85

85

Weems, “Grace Notes.”
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Figure 58 top Pablo Picasso, Guernica, 1937, oil on canvas, 351 x 782 cm. Zervos catalogue raisonné IX,
65, Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid, Spain. https://library.artstor.org/asset/
HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_9499794324.
Video 16 bottom Film stills composite from The Matrix. The Wachowski Brothers, 1999. Film. http:
//j.web.umkc.edu/js6v5/assignments/assignment-4/assignment4.8.htmlh
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Figure 59 Eadweard J. Muybridge (English, 1830-1904). ca. 1884 - 1887. Dancing (fancy). Place: George
Eastman House. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AEASTMANIG_10313030066.
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Video 17 Above and previous page Carrie Mae Weems. Film still composite from Constructing History:
A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill Eppridge’s
RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.Starting with The
Photograph
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Weems begins at the photograph, as she has done in other projects. For instance,
in From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried, 1995–96 (Figure 60) Weems began by
appropriating images of enslaved
Black people found in Harvard
University’s archives. To alter the
photographs, Weems overlaid color
on the images, then matted and
framed them with glass that was
sandblasted with text. By marking
them with both color and text,
Weems reclaimed the photographs. It
is a very simple technique that
Figure 60 Carrie Mae Weems, You Became a
Scientific Profile / A Negroid Type / An
Anthropological Debate / & A Photographic Subject
(From Here I Saw What Happened and I Cried
Series). 1995–96. Photograph. 59.5 x 49.5 cm (23 7/16
x 19 1/2 in. Harvard Art Museums/Fogg Museum,
Richard and Ronay Menschel Fund for the Acquisition
of Photographs © President and Fellows of Harvard
College, Harvard Art Museums, http://id.lib.harvard.
edu/via/HUAM332926/catalog.

exploits the photographic medium,
pushing the boundaries of what can
be expressed when manipulating its
two-dimensional properties.
With Constructing History,
Weems begins with the photograph,

however, she does not manipulate them directly. Instead, she chooses to recreate them by
fleshing them out with sets, props, lighting, and actors. These are three-dimensional
constructions. At their centers, platforms elevate actors as they depict the lives of the
past. The once flat document is brought to life as a three-dimensional copy.
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In the constructed copy, all time, space, and objects are transient. High contrasting
light and shadows dissolve hard edges of the architecture, creating limitless space. Smoke
adds a sense of the ethereal and at other times it is tear-gas. Through windows we see
rain, blue skies, or bare lamps. Time shifts, sometimes by a few years, other times by
millennia. Space morphs, shifting form one place to another: outside space becomes
inside and vice versa; classroom becomes a stage; a stage becomes car; a car becomes a
podium; a podium becomes a hotel kitchen floor; a hotel kitchen floor becomes a nuclear
wasteland; a nuclear wasteland becomes a tomb.
Weems turns to cinema to record this transitory state, making a second copy from
the first, which takes the once flat iconic photographs, extruded and shaped with life, and
re-flattens them again. The copy is duplicated hundreds of times with slight changes
happening from one frame to the next (Video 17), documenting the travel of the camera
around the scenes.
The moving images, the copies of copies, are juxtaposed with other inserted
photographs projected on classroom walls (figure 61 and video 18) or as snapshots of
girls who appeared in Weems’s project May Days Long Forgotten, 2003 (figure 19 and
video 62). Film clips from documentaries are also inserted, depicting protesters (video
20–21). Various scenes are constructed and added: mourners at a homegoing (video 22);
weeping women in front of a television (figure 63); a conversation at a café (video 24); a
man with a heavy load (video 25); and the woman in winter, the Antigone figure
imprisoned in the tomb (figure 64 and video 27). Each inserted photograph and film clip
are copied by the camera, bringing with them their own stories, their own histories. The
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film blends the inserted images with the constructions, which continuously alters our
understanding of context and meaning.
At the center of this ever-changing place is the history of pain and grief, murder
and power, hope and renewal, survival and persistence. The pain of Antigone is the pain
of the weeping women, the protesters, the widow, and the homegoing. The care of The
Blessed Virgin Mary found in the Pietà poses (figures 65 – 72) is the same care of
Coretta Scott King towards her daughter Bernice, Juan Romero toward the dying
Kennedy, and the cradle of Tomoku Uemura’s mother. To Weems, “there are only…ten
stories in the world that we keep coming back to.” 86 She distills the history of all these
images to show the simple recurring passion of our lives, the continuous lineage of our
shared existence.

86

Grace Notes: Reflections for Now (00:00:34–00:00:38).
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Figure 61 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. A Class Ponders the Future (Constructing History Series).
Photographs. Art Museum, University of Toronto / Jack Shainman Gallery, NY. https://artmuseum
.utoronto.ca/program/public-lecture-by-carrie-mae-weems/.
Video 18 bottom Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of photographs projected in a classroom from
Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version
of Bill Eppridge’s RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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Video 19 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of photograph from Constructing History: A Requiem to
Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill Eppridge’s RFK
assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
Figure 62 bottom Carrie Mae Weems. 2003. Mayflowers (May Days Long Forgotten Series).
Chromogenic print. J. Paul Getty Museum, http://www.getty.edu/art/collection/objects/225651/carrie-maeweems-may-flowers-from-the-series-may-days-long-forgotten-american-2003/.
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Video 20 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of actors recreating protesters engulfed in smoke from
Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version
of Bill Eppridge’s RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
Video 21 bottom Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of unknown documentary film clip inserted in
Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version
of Bill Eppridge’s RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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Video 22 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of mourners at a homegoing from Constructing History:
A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill Eppridge’s
RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
Figure 63 bottom left Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Looking Forward, Looking Back (Constructing History
Series). Photographs. Art 21 Magazine, http://magazine.art21.org/2017/01/17/polyculturalist-visions-newframeworks-of-representation-multiculturalism-and-the-american-culture-wars/#.Xxi0WJ5KiHs.
Video 23 bottom right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of weeping women from Constructing
History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill
Eppridge’s RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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Video 24 top, Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of woman in café from Constructing History: A
Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill Eppridge’s RFK
assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
Video 25 center, Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of a man with a heavy load from Constructing
History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill
Eppridge’s RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
Video 26 bottom, Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of college step dancers from Constructing History: A
Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill Eppridge’s RFK
assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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Figure 64 top Carrie Mae Weems. A Woman Observes (Constructing History Series). Photograph.
Savannah Morning News, https://www.savannahnow.com/article/20081011/NEWS/310119861.
Video 27 bottom Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still of the woman in winter from Constructing History:
A Requiem to Mark the Moment. The camera tracks around the reconstructed version of Bill Eppridge’s
RFK assassination. 2008. Video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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Previous page images
Figure 65 top right begun 955. Magdeburger Dom, Magdeburg, Germany; Alternate: Cathedral of Saints
Catherine and Maurice; Alternate: Dom zu Magdeburg; Alternate: Dom St. Mauritius und St. Katharina;
Alternate: Cathedral of St. Mauritius-St. Katherina, Interior. The Pietá of Magdeburg. cathedrals.
https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/HARVARD_UNIVERSITY__949_24169585.
Figure 66 top center circa 1325. The Roettgen Pietà. Place: Rheinisches Landesmuseum Bonn.
https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/LESSING_ART_1039490505.
Figure 67 top left Jacques Callot after Michelangelo, French. 1608. Pietà. Print. Place: The National
Gallery of Art (Washington, D.C.), R.L. Baumfeld Collection. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ANGAIG_10313968397.
Figure 68 center right Luthy, Oskar Wilhelm (1882-1945, Swiss) artist. 1913. Variation on the "Pietà of
Villeneuve-lès-Avignon" by Enguerrand Quarton (c. 1450); Abbreviated: Variation on Quarton's "Pietà".
painting. Place: Kunstmuseum, Bern, Switzerland. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_9492513147.
Figure 69 center right Ernst, Max (1891-1976, German) artist. 1923. Pieta; Alternate: Revolution by
night, Total. paintings. Place: Penrose, Roland - Collection, London, https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_9492568765.
Figure 70 bottom right Bill Eppridge. 1968. Assassination of Robert Kennedy, June 1968. Photograph.
The Life Picture Collection. Eppridge, Bill. A Time it Was. New York: Abrams, 2008. Print.
Figure 71 bottom center Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Assassination of Medgar, Malcolm, and Martin
(Constructing History Series). Photograph. Goodman Gallery. https://www.goodmangallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems.
Figure 72 bottom left Frank Zamora (American santero, born 1958). 2010. Nuestra Señora de la Piedad,
Our Lady of the Deposition, Pietá. bultos. https://library-artstor-org.ezpprod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/24257816.
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Adding another layer of appropriation, Weems photographs both the cinematic
process and the constructions, embedding the experiences from each into new
photographs. We catch glimpses of a tripod, a crane, a track, wall mounted light fixtures,
and a light stand at or near the edges of the frame. They are all elements of film and
photography. They appear in each mode of appropriation, initially incorporated into the
three-dimensional constructions as functional, compositional, and story-telling elements.
Lights becomes suns, a worldly presence, or a circle among rectilinear forms; a pedestal
becomes a floating band of light or an altar cloth; tripods, cranes, and tracks reveal the
illusion of the constructed moments. The elements appear in each copy, blurring
boundaries between the various modes of appropriation.
As we read between the photographs and video, our understanding shifts. The
transparent mode of production plays with our perception, as the constructions slide
between recognizable illusion and magical realism. Additionally, we simultaneously
recognize the iconic images they’re based on. As we do, we bring forth our memory of
them, or rather our memory of their reproductions on paper, in books and magazines,
televised, and stored in archives. We compare them, holding the iconic images on equal
standing with Weems’s somatic and mechanical copies of copies. Copying creates a
dialogue between the old and the new. A direct connection made between them. It is a
new reciprocal lineage as information feeds back between them in our reading, which
releases the iconic images from one interpretation, expanding them to say more than
before.
By challenging us with multiple reading of the images, Weems challenges the
very notion of what documentary photography and film are capable of, or rather,
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incapable of doing. The notion that a singular image or a full-length film can truly
contain a complete moment or tell one story is a fallacy. An assassination in a hotel
kitchen, a school shooting, or an assembly hall murder in front of many witnesses will be
experienced, captured, interpreted, and remembered in multiple ways.
Before and after releasing the shutter, the image is edited. Much of the world that
cameras capture is removed by the photographer and cinematographer, and by editors,
curators, and designers. Photographs and film are compared to other photographs and
other scenes. Selections are made to fit a perspective. Other images and segments are
discarded. What is selected reflects the documenter and the various modes of production
they use. Those things are always present in the background, mediating the truth,
abstracting reality to fit a narrative. 87
Often, these narratives reinscribe narrow notions of culturally understood forms
of identity, 88 including our national master narrative. 89 Weems counters this with her
own multi-imaged documents: a photograph in the flesh, a performance of film, a
photograph in a photograph, a photograph in a film, a film documented in a photograph.
Together, these ways of forming and seeing history come closer to true documentation.
Through this process of mediation, Weems provides us a model of appropriation
well within our grasp. She shows us that through embodied and informed research, new
understanding beyond facts can be created to make new documents and new memories.

Jhally and Hirshorn, Bell Hooks: Cultural Criticism & Transformation.
Jhally and Hirshorn.
89
According to Halverson et al., a master narrative is a “transhistorical narrative” comprised of
stories and other narratives, such as myths, unified along a common theme. Its primary function is to
organize and guide individuals in all actions related to how to “behave together with other human beings”
by providing a system of core beliefs. These beliefs provide meaning and understanding to the present, the
means for integrating new information, and a vision and direction of the future by dictating “what counts as
truth…in the public sphere.” “What Is a Master Narrative?” 24, 15–17.
87
88
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Weems demonstrates this by creating Constructing History collaboratively, performing it
within a classroom. It is used as a pedagogical tool for learning that combines fieldwork
and workshop. Students research and execute the poses, the set, the styling, the
cinematography, and the sound. The history and its images are interpreted and understood
collectively in a “many-to-many” 90 process that is decentralized; therefore, an equitable
form of narrative creation. The students embed the iconic images with new perspectives
and understanding from the present based on facts, literature, imagination, and lived
experience. It is new information that annotates the reading of the images and history.

90

Khamis, Gold, and Vaughn, “Propaganda in Egypt and Syria’s “Cyberwars,” 15–16.
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DISSOLVE TO
INT: BARE BRICK ROOM
A television flickers. No sound is present. Weeping women
are dressed in black. They face the television screen.
WEEMS (O.S.)
Now, turn and face the camera
and then hold your gaze.

Together, the weeping women slowly turn their gaze away
from the television and direct it toward us.
CUE: Violins
WEEMS (O.S.)
Now turn and face the
television.

The women turn their gaze back to the television
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Figure 73 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Endless Weeping of Women (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/history.html.

CUT
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Ultimately, through the lived experiences, the theatrics, the jump cuts, and the
music Weems alters the images with the power of affect. As we reach the climax of “The
Fall: The Assassinations,” the violins from Barber’s Adagio Strings, which have been
slowly rising in pitch, reach their own apex. The camera lingers on Juan Romero’s face
before descending. The violins are a deafening wall of a large chord materializing into a
prolonged cry of many voices as the camera rests on Kennedy’s face. We see his life
slowly leaving his body. The actors hold their pose but are never completely still. There
are slight adjustments in their expressions: eyes shift, and a rosary shakes over Kennedy,
breaking the illusion of stillness of the photo. This tableau vivant has truly come to life.
The “original” moment is released from time and memory as we become physically and
emotionally enmeshed. We are unsettled by the sounds of weeping violins, the motion of
the camera, the faces of the mourners and the dead. Weems is pushing out any notion of
passive viewership on our part; she is manipulating us emotionally. This is not a time for
detachment, abstraction, or objectivity. We are to feel, be present, bear witness, and sit in
judgment
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Figure 74 Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968, French) artist. 19441966. Interior view of Etant donnés: 1° la chute d'eau / 2° le
gaz d'éclairage (Given: 1. The Waterfall /2. The Illuminating
Gas). mixed media assemblage. 242.5 x 177.8 x 124.5 cm.
Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Hollis, https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/ids:6611514.

WEEMS (O.S)
This is a story within a
story

A key

A peephole
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Video 28 top Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Production shot of As Fate Would Have It (Constructing History
Series). Video. Art 21, https://art21.org/watch/art-in-the-twenty-first-century/s5/carrie-mae-weems-incompassion-segment/.
Figure 75 bottom Serkan Ozkaya. Replica of Marcel Duchamp’s Étant Donnés. nd. Mixed media.
Installation view at Duchamp’s final studio at 80 East 11th Street, #403. Photo by Deniz Tortum, 2017.
Artnet news, https://news.artnet.com/art-world/duchamp-etant-donnes-secret-serkan-ozkaya-1103216.
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OVER BLACK

Video 29 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Intertitle from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the
Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.

The pronounced moment of anguish is halted by the insertion of an intertitle with
the word “evidence.” The violins’ strings continue in their long whining chord. Fade to
black. Cut to the woman in winter making her third and final rotation. The world she
occupies is the in-between space of death and life, a kind of purgatory. She is like
Persephone, trapped in this dark underworld, kidnapped from the home she knew. Taken
on a middle passage, a centuries old journey. But now, she is emerging, summoned by
distant cries. She completes the full rotation. The music stops. Silence. We become aware
of our own emotional engagement, which, when contrasted against the silence, is
intensified. The woman in winter fixes her gaze beyond the right side of the frame.
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Figure 76 Samuel Barber, Adagio for Strings New York Philharmonic score used by Leonard Bernstein.
1943. New York Philharmonic, https://archives.nyphil.org/index.php/artifact/6c0c78e0-c286-40dc-98abd9d3f314d575-0.1/fullview#page/1/mode/2up.
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Weems is the constant appropriator and in her subsequent work, Grace Notes:
Reflections for Now (2016), she inserts the woman in winter and assigns her along with
the other character, Woman in Black, as Antigone. In Antigone, in her desire to bury her
brother, Weems sees the essence of Black struggle, which she states is the
“remarkable…history” of “maintaining the core of our dignity, [it is in] our ability to
still…evoke and offer, and to give that generosity—to share it with others—[that] is one
of our greatest strengths.” How this generosity is expressed, is not empty forgiveness, but
by “commemorating every black man who lives to see twenty-one” 91 and to say the
names of those who did not.
So, when the woman in winter, the Antigone figure, gazes outwardly, she is doing
it from the depths of the tomb, her dark prison, buried alive with grief. Weems, in her
own way, reimagines the moment, taking on the role of Ismene who cared for Antigone,
petitioning for her release. Weems makes her own petition, reaching out through time to
release her brothers and sisters from their burden of mourning and from their tombs.
They too are to be commemorated with a proper burial.
The woman in winter gazes. Fade to black. The weeping women, in their endless
cries, turn and return the gaze, staring directly into the camera. They are six, draped in
black. They seem to be staring at us. We become aware of being observed. This act of
staring is transgressive, it violates an understood rule…that “the spectator should not be
looked…straight in the eyes.” 92 We are seen. Their representation becomes about them
seeing us, seeing the camera, seeing through the lights, tripods, and tracks. We are

91
92

Grace Notes: Reflections for Now (00:01:35–00:02:07, 00:00:19).
Dagrada, Between the Eye and the World, 34.
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unsettled from our position of observer and our privilege as voyeur. 93 In this instance, we
bypass Weems and are in direct contact with the subjects who “pierce” the screen to let
us know that this is not a spectacle. 94
As we watch them, we see their black garments, which conjure both the uniform
of widows and religious vestments such as the khimar or the cowl and veil. They look
away from the blank television. There are hints of high-heeled shoes exposed at a few
hemlines. These shoes seem out of place, more fashion conscious than for mourning or
worship yet behave as a marker of gender.
The space is undefined, it could exist in any period; however, the television is
specific, which creates a conflict when juxtaposed to the dress of the mourners. Which
one is the anachronism? From the title we are told that they are weeping, and it is endless.
With that we understand these women as part of a lineage, a community of women
unified in their shared weeping across the long and brutal history of assassinations. They
are not the anachronism if they are part of a continuous lineage. What is anachronistic is
our perception of their weeping as a function not of our time.
But their stare is not for us, it is for the woman in winter. They are connected to
her weeping over the assassinations of their brothers and sisters. They join in her burden
as “the bright light of history” is “shining down on them, on you, on me,” 95 leaving us
exposed to the lament, the call, the cry, the homage.

Dagrada, 35.
Dagrada, 38–39.
95
Weems, Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment; Weems, “Grace Notes”;
Troubled Democracy.
93
94
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#SayHerName
I am a woman carrying other women
in my mouth
behold a sister
a daughter
a mother
dear friend
spirits demystify
on my tongue

they gather to breath
and exhale a dance with the death we know
is not the end all these nameless
bodies haunted by pellet wounds in their chests
listen for them and the saying of a name you cannot pronounce 96
.

96
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Monet, “Aja Monet’s ‘#SayHerName’ Poem Asks All to Remember.”
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CLASSROOM (INT)
The desks are empty. The room is brightly lit. Windows
flank either side of the back wall as two groups of

students gather in front of them. They look out into the

space beyond as projected images of raindrops dance across
the panes. Weems stands among the group on the right.

WEEMS (O.S)
And we knew that the world
was now completely

completely ours
to destroy

And if left in

the wrong hands

would be destroyed.
Life gone in a moment
in the flash

in the blink of an eye.

CUT
MONTAGE
six photos of Girls playing in a field. The camera slowly
zooms in on each image.
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Video 30 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still composite of inserted photographs from Constructing
History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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The ominous mood set by the drone and wail of the didjeridu and violin continue
as a sepia-toned snapshot appears on the screen. In the background we see a lush field
with a well-tended lawn flanked by robust trees and plants with a large wood clad house.
In the foreground, within the field we see four girls. They are dressed in white spring
attire covered in floral patterns. They run towards the camera, mouths open in laughter
and other screams of joy. The image is specific, not generic. Then, Weems’s alto voice
narrates, “this is a story within a story.” The image changes. The girls appear closer to the
camera. Each face is blurred in mid-action. Weems continues narrating, “A key, a
peephole.”
The still photographs become animated as the camera slowly zooms in drawing us
closer to the girls. What had been static snapshots, are now filmic tracking shots. The
action of the camera physically brings the images closer to our viewing plane and draws
us into the scenes. The effect is one of discovery.
Its constant motion implies the presence of a viewer, converting the photographs
into point-of-view shots. Since no other character is shown to us as the gazer, we
perceive ourselves as the one looking and holding the photographs. As we gaze, we are
aware of the house, the yard, and the girls’ ages, clothing, and joy. This could be our
history, our family, our friends’ children. Weems wants us to look as she, the holder of
the camera, relooks and re-records these images. The points of view here are stacked. At
once we are the gazer while we are also aware of Weems’s presence.
However, our presence within the image is not the only possible perspective.
Weems contradicts this by telling us that this is a “peephole,” indicating that we are the
voyeurs viewing the familiar as outsiders. The lens and our gaze are mediated through
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Weems. Furthermore, Weems adds another layer of gazing when at the fourth image she
narrates:

WEEMS (O.S)
The teacher tells the
students that

when she was young
maybe thirteen
maybe fourteen

when it all started.
Her world

like theirs

had been a world for the most
part

that was filled with play
with fun.

Weems tells us these images are the teacher’s memories; and, adding the fact that
previously we saw Weems as the teacher, the memory of the girls is Weems’s. She is
gazing at herself as she narrates her memory. It is her story of herself. She is the
authority, guiding us through the memory. In this role, she has multi-layered agency over
her own image, her thoughts, as she directs our mediated and stacked perspectives. But,
because this is a story within a story, we are also reminded that her story, the girls’
stories, is part of a larger narrative.
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CUT
INT: STUDIO
A bathtub is in the center of the room on the floor. Camera
equipment surrounds the tub. The students move away from

the set and turn towards the teacher. The teacher holds a
set of black and white prints in her hands and a Manet
monograph opened to a color plate of Olympia.
TEACHER
So, I exist outside
of their fantasy.

The teacher points to the image of Olympia
TEACHER (CONT’D)
I'm not a part of that
And so, I have to make my own
I have to make my own way

And build the kinds of images
The teacher nods her head and directs her gaze to the
construction in the middle of the studio
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TEACHER (CONT’D)
that I think need to be built
in relationship to some
of the greatest artists

that I know, even though I'm
not a great artist.

But I think that I have
to wrestle with them,

nonetheless, that I have

to wrestle with these ideas,
and that I have to build
images that don't exist
in any other way,
or have not been

made yet by anybody else.
That I am responsible,
in other words

for my own construction
for my own making

for my own cultural production.
That I can't rely

on these artists. 97

97

Dialogue appropriated from Weems interview, “Carrie Mae Weems | Nga” (00:02:29-00:03:09).
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Images
Page 152
Figure 77 top right Carrie Mae Weems. After Manet, from May Days Long Forgotten, 2002. Photograph.
Brightest Young Thing, https://brightestyoungthings.com/articles/conversations-through-history-at-thephillips-collections-riffs-and-relations/carrie-mae-weems-after-manet-20022015.
Video 31 top left Carrie Mae Weems. Film still of photograph from Constructing History: A Requiem to
Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
Figure 78 center left Edouard Manet. 1863-1865. Olympia. Place: Inv. RF 2772, Musée d’Orsay.
https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/LESSING_ART_1039490311.
Figure 79 center right Yasumasa Morimura, Japanese, Osaka, Japan, 1951. 1988. Portrait (Futago).
photograph. Place: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Gift of Vicki and Kent Logan. https://libraryartstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/ASFMOMAIG_10312704624.
Figure 80 bottom left Julia M. Cameron (British, 1815-1879). 1868. The Rosebud Garden of Girls. Visual
Works: Photographs. Place: Indianapolis Museum of Art at Newfields, https://discovernewfields.org/
collections. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AINDIANAIG_10313597329.
Figure 81 bottom right Titus Kaphar. 2018. Seeing through Time. Oil on canvas. Titus Kaphar,
https://kapharstudio.com/seeing-through-time/.
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As a montage, the images of the young girls are converted from snapshots to film
stills. Their successive arrangements imply the progression of time. Their location within
the film is a disruption and a metaphor. As we gaze, we bring in our own histories and
associations that the four girls remind us of. The girls are also symbolic. They are our
childhood, our lost innocence taken with every cycle of trauma and horror, which Weems
reminds us of by inserting the montage between scenes of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the
Vietnam War, and protests. The narrative expands to include us, war, family, passion,
justice, and grief. Interconnectedness is the underlying theme. These young girls’
moment is weaved into history, somewhere between the annihilation of the atomic bombs
dropped on Japan and the upheaval of the 1960s. The juxtaposition of these historical
moments against the fleeting moment of bliss, makes their collective effervescence a
subversively sacred joy. The images are our peephole into their paradise. They live and
frolic among the gods, unaware of what has been and soon will be lost.

WEEMS (O.S.)
And now all things are unavoidable.
Perhaps in shame
we’ll turn away

but the crime remains.
The age of innocence has passed
and you are now responsible
for your own future.
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As we look at the girls’ faces, they are blurred, making it difficult to identify them;
despite this, when we look at their clothing, we can identify them as the girls from
Weems’s project, Mayflowers Long Forgotten,
2003. Their presence embeds Mayflowers and
all its intentions into Constructing History.
Mayflowers is Weems’s response to the
disappointment she has with the great painters of
history and “their [lack of] engagements of the
historical body of self, of the Black self, of the
Figure 82 Edouard Manet. 1863-1865.
Detail from Olympia. Place: Inv. RF 2772,
Musée d’Orsay. https://library-artstororg.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/
LESSING_ART_1039490311.

Black body, [and] of the Black imagination.”
She describes how the project came about as she
thought about Manet’s Olympia, 1863–1865

(figure 78), specifically the Black woman in the background holding the bouquet of
flowers (figure 82). Weems decided to “zoom past the reclining nude and to look at that
information…in the back” and to examine the “dynamic relationship” present within the
painting by “bring[ing] that figure forward.” The body is brought forth as an
interpretation: a floral image “of a group of young women, young bodies that lay outside
of that sort of mature sexuality, but also, to link it to something broader, like May
Days.” 98
The montage advances. What had been four girls is now two. Hidden yet felt is
the Black woman from Olympia who is embodied within the girls. They are her
descendants, linked by the image of flowers. Weems who is linked to the image of the

98

Carrie Mae Weems | NGA (00:04:37-00:04:50).
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girls, as this is her story, her memory, is also a descendant. Together, their voices and
bodies are in conversation with Manet, expanding the narrative of Constructing History,
embedding Manet into the project. It is reciprocal, inserting Weems next to him in the
canon, a location historically reserved for white men. As she is inserted, she brings the
girls and the woman in the background with her. The young girls joy is embedded and the
woman in the background is brought forward. It is subversive, it is radical.
The final snapshot appears. The girls stand in front of the camera. They look
directly into it. We are confronted with their gaze. They seem defiant in their joy as they
gaze past us toward something yet to be.

Video 32 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film still from Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the
Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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MONTAGE
Tear gas surrounds a frantic crowd.
A Woman confronts a police officer and is surrounded by the
press.

Street Protesters carry flags.
A Woman screams as a man behind her speaks into a
megaphone.

Monks march in single file. Some hold musical instruments.
Black and white news footage of men smacking their shoes
against a metal storefront gate.
Two dead bodies lay in an alley.
Men yelling and fist pumping, block a military tank.
Political leaders stand in a car surrounded by protesters.
A crowd raises their hands in signs of peace.
Rows of Black Panther members stand at attention, they
raise their fists in the air and chant in unison.
Protesters run to join a sit-in.
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WEEMS (O.S.)
There were protests
marches

demonstrations
riots.

Here and there
everywhere

there were murders
of the famous

and the not so famous.
Hundreds

thousands
millions

of unknowns.

Like thousands of others

she joined the demonstrations
and felt the crush of the
police baton

on her back too

and ran for cover
regrouped

and demonstrated
again.
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FADE IN
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Video 33 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Film stills of montage from Constructing History: A Requiem to
Mark the Moment. Video. Carrie Mae Weems, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j4VevU2LpQo.
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FADE TO BLACK
INT: STAIRCASE
A young girl descends a staircase. In her hands she holds a
large wreath of white flowers. Her small frame is hidden
and dwarfed by its size. She walks towards the camera. A
harsh key light illuminates her from the side, casting a
dark shadow behind her. Off screen we hear Weems’s
narration:

WEEMS (O.S.)
The war
The war

The war to end all wars

FADE TO BLACK
WEEMS (O.S.)
And the murders

And things changed
FADE IN
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A series of images flash before us. They depict the upheaval of the early– to
mid–twentieth century, capturing the political and social climate of that period. The
images transport us to that time, and as they appear, we travel from land to land and
engage in protest after protest. We are given glimpses of the masses of people. We see
their specific militant gestures. They are angry and passionate individuals. We walk
among the crowd as they run for cover, holding on to each other as tear gas envelops
them. We stand next to a woman who confronts a police officer. She refuses to back
down. We see the face of an impassioned woman, who appears to be addressing an
audience. Behind her, a man yells into the microphone of a megaphone.
What the montage reveals to us, its repeated use, is Weems’s concern with images
as a starting point. They are the raw materials that supersede facts. They generate the
thoughts and process behind the performances, the spoken words, and the constructed
spaces, shaping the narrative and discourse about history.
Weems does not approach the images as an historian, but, rather, as an artist, a
storyteller, and a prophet. History is her muse, 99 the framework that she drapes with the
lived experience of the people in the streets gesturing in protest, using the energy of their
bodies for justice. They are what matter. The particularities of these individuals supersede
and are supported by the facts.
According to Nell Irvin Painter, it is this emphasis on the image that allows
Weems to present particularity and individuality mediated through a specific point of
view, a specific gaze. Unlike the historian, whose approach is more distant and
representative. 100
99

Stauffer, “History Is the Activist’s Muse.”
“Grace Notes” Panel Discussion (00:49:02–00:49:17).
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Embedding particularity into the images retrieves and subverts them from the
archive where they have become icons, quick references that, in lieu of verbal language,
convey certain narratives of a specific notion of America. Together, these narratives are
used to inform our collective master narrative, establishing a cohesive and homogenous
national identity. The narratives are cleansed versions of reality devoid of meaning,
overly sentimental, and often centered on a hero/savior archetype who overcomes death
through self-sacrifice.

101

With Constructing History, rather than overlaying a narrative of a savior wrapped
in a feel-good idealism, Weems intervenes on behalf of the lived lives of the past 102 by
centering their stories that have been ignored, dismissed, or placed background; and by
maintain and highlighting their human passion by including them fully: their sorrow,
grief, joy, lament, anger, and a range of other emotional states of being that are all part of
the human condition we share.
Narratively, the centered figures are what make the ascension of both Obama and
Clinton possible. Obama, specifically, Weems believes is the embodied resurrection of
the centered figures, a product of their bodily sacrifice for justice. Constructing History
commemorates their lives through an accounting of all their actions. In this respect,
Weems is like Antigone in her belief that her brothers and sisters deserve to be buried,

According to Faith Smith, Weems works against a system of power, which uses photography to
support the narrative system of conquest as a benefit to the conquered. It is a narrative construction that
works by treating photos as static objects cleansed of violence in support of a bifurcating system which
creates division among the conquered: the “unwashed” and those within the “‘magic circle’…existing
outside” the history of violence. See Smith, “‘And for You I Played a Sorrow Song’: Looking at Frances
Johnston’s Photographs with Carrie Mae Weems,” 20–21; Stauffer, “History Is the Activist’s Muse,” 9–10.
102
According to Robin Lydenberg, Weems is an interventionist who seeks to recontextualize the
present and open new possible futures through performances of the past that engage the archive, which in
themselves are acts of resistance expressed through her body. As such, they emphasize the specific, “the
varied lived experiences of black bodies,” as “universal.” Lydenberg, “Carrie Mae Weems: Strategies of
Engagement,” 6, 16–17.
101
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which is another way of demanding that they, each one, each body that has ever felt the
“police baton…and ran for cover” 103 in the name of justice be remembered, turning our
focus toward the forgotten and the ignored.
By altering the images, Weems subverts domination, the absence of
representation of Black folks within our national narrative. It is an absence that is reinscribed on the body by the gaps within the canon. She engages this location of power
by exploring her “relationship to what has been made historically and what has been left
out,” appropriating other images and then “insert[ing] for the first time, a body that has
not often been there. Or, …pull[ing] forward a body that rests in the background.” From
this act she “build[s] images that don’t exist” while linking them to larger themes and
narrative to expand the location of and access to the work. This allows for her and others
to see themselves embedded within cultural productions that they had not experienced or
witnessed before, re-marking the individual, not from a position of dominance but from a
place of recognition and recovery. 104
Within this system of appropriation, Weems is “transcoding” 105 to include all
times, all events, all people. She is inscribing the body as a palimpsest that has inherited
traces of the past that she freely adds to, and as pentimenti, using the body to reveal what
the power structures of nation building had occluded through the purging of history, of
place, and of people. She does this while illustrating Black grace, the ways in which
Black folks, as well as other marginalized groups “make pain productive.” Rather than
being didactic, Weems chooses to model the process of conversion, of transforming pain

Weems, Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment.
Carrie Mae Weems | NGA (00:00:52–00:06:57).
105
Donald, “Edmonton Pentimento: Re-Reading History in the Case of the Papaschase Cree,” 50.
103
104
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into action and object. Using her own lived experience, the experience of her community,
and the struggles of masses of people.
Int this process, historical facts are secondary to the body. The facts serve the
construction. They do not lead. They guide the performers in their gestures, so that the
humble act of pressing a rosary into a dying politician’s hand has significance. Historical
facts are secondary, they are backdrop. The politician, the key historical figures are not
the only characters who matter. Other people, such as Juan Romero are pulled forward.
We re-witness these moments with new emphasis on the forgotten. Their lives are
embodied in the present by the performers. It is intimate. It is sensual. We are affected by
Weems’s emotional effects of music, spoken word, Christian art poses and symbolism,
which embeds the feeling of what happened in our bodies. Our ability to collectively
remember is awakened. The memory of these actions is stored in our minds and bodies,
making us tools for both telling and receiving the history of the once forgotten lives.
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Figure 83 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Looking Forward, Looking Back (Constructing History Series). Art
21 Magazine, http://magazine.art21.org/2017/01/17/polyculturalist-visions-new-frameworks-ofrepresentation-multiculturalism-and-the-american-culture-wars/#.XxyFEp5KiHs.

In Looking Forward, Looking Back a woman in a polka dotted dress stands
among a group of twelve women dressed in solid black. Diffused light illuminates the
figures. The space is shrouded in shadow. There is no indication of any clearly defined
location, at least none that is confined by earthly time and space. The women could be
anywhere—the underworld, a cave, or a tomb. They can occupy these spaces
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simultaneously. It is an in-between place that can be both undefined and all types at once.
And, as the title suggests, time too is in flux. It is an in-between state, not necessarily the
present but rather located between looking ahead and looking back, which, can be from
any point, any node of any moment from any place. The vehicle to this in-between place
is always the body. The body in motion. A body with specific gestures of hand, of face
displaying a specific emotion. The details of which keep us grounded in the present and
confront what may be causing the grief.
The women weeping appear unaware of the one in the polka dotted dress. She is
observing their moment of grief. Her face, unlike the other faces, is mostly hidden from
our view, we see only a portion of her eyes. A handkerchief in her one hand is barely
visible. Her dress distinguishes her from the other women. She is among them, like them,
and yet not. She is set apart like an Emanuel figure, a god among them, surrounded by
twelve apostles. In this light, we can read the twelve women in solid black as mourning
the loss of their leaders, their prophets, their peacemakers.
Together, they are a tableau vivant, a black and white modern icon. The
embodiment of grief. Stand-ins for the passion of the civil rights era. A living image
connected to the loss of Malcolm, Medgar, Martin, Bhutto, Kennedy, and the Kent State
students. It is an act of grace like the passion of the Christ and the sorrows of Antigone.
They grieve, modeling it for us, inviting us to commemorate the loss of the past. We
witness it through their bodies, seen from a woman’s gaze. They are the widows, the
mothers, and the sisters of the fallen. They, like Antigone, seek to bury and
commemorate their fallen brothers and sisters because it is just.
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The image is one moment but it contains a long lineage of grief. It is part of a
series of reconstructed sorrows that, like icons, tell the passion, visually and through
spoken word, of the civil rights era prophets, martyrs, and innocent protesters seeking
justice who were taken by violence. Weems is a woman, like them, among them,
resurrected and descended. Weems grieves with them. Their gathering is like the three
Marys at Christ’s tomb, the Virgin Mary at Golgotha, and the apostles at Pentecost.
Within the Christian faith apostolic succession is key to the validity of its preservation
and continued existence. Weems validates these women and those that came before with
a constructed lineage based on their grief, bequeathing them and future women the same
past of grief, wisdom, love, and grace like the apostles and their descendants.
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Images
Page 61
Figure top left 84 900-950. Mission of the Apostles. Tokali Kilise, Goreme, Turkey, View. paintings.
https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/HARVARD_UNIVERSITY_94910592642.
Figure 85 top right Painted icon of the twelve apostles, 14th century. Harvard Fine Arts Library, Digital
Images & Slides Collection d2007.06181.
Figure 86 bottom left Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Looking Forward, Looking Back (Constructing History
Series). Art 21 Magazine, http://magazine.art21.org/2017/01/17/polyculturalist-visions-new-frameworksof-representation-multiculturalism-and-the-american-culture-wars/#.XxyFEp5KiHs.
Figure 87 bottom left Luca Signorelli. 1512. Communion of the Apostles. painting. Place: Museo
Diocesano di Cortona, Cortona, Italy. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/SCALA_
ARCHIVES_1039931319.
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Figure 88 first row Pedro Machuca, Spanish, c. 1490 - 1550. c. 1521. The Descent of the Holy Ghost.
Painting. Place: Museo de Arte de Ponce, Ponce, PR. https://library-artstor-org.ezp-prod1
.hul.harvard.edu/asset/AKRESS_10312336549.
Figure 89 second row Renée Cox. 1996. Yo Mama's Last Supper. Photographs. https://library-artstororg.ezp-prod1.hul.harvard.edu/asset/LARRY_QUALLS_1039760524.
Figure 90 third row left Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Fall of Bhutto (Constructing History Series).
Photograph. Carrie Mae Weems, http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/history.html.
Figure 91 third row center Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Capture of Angela (Constructing History
Series). Photograph. Goodman Gallery. https://www.artsy.net/artwork/carrie-mae-weems-the-capture-ofangela.
Figure 92 third row right Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Execution of Innocence (Constructing History
Series). Photograph. Art 21, https://art21.org/gallery/carrie-mae-weems-artwork-survey-2000s/#8
Figure 93 fourth row left, Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Assassination of Medgar, Malcolm, and Martin
(Constructing History Series). Photograph. Goodman Gallery. https://www.goodmangallery.com/artists/carrie-mae-weems
Figure 94 Fourth row center, Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Tragedy of Hiroshima (Constructing History
Series). Photograph. Jack Shainman Gallery, New York, NY.
https://jackshainman.com/artists/carrie_mae_weems.
Figure 95 third row right, Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. Someone to Watch Over Me (Constructing History
Series). Photograph. Carrie Mae Weems, http://carriemaeweems.net/galleries/history.htm.
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Conclusion

ay que los tres clavos de la cruz
vayan delante de mi
que le hablen y le respondan.
ay dios, tu eres
al que me critique a mi
yo tengo...aguanile y mai mai
—Willie Colón and Héctor Lavoe, “Aguanile” from El Cantante, 1972
Now so long as the goddess could still see the earth and the starry sky and the
strong-flowing fishy sea and the light of the sun, and yet expected to see her
good mother again and the families of gods who are for ever, so long her great
mind had the comfort of hope, despite her distress.
— From “To Demeter” in the Homeric Hymns, Homeric Apocrypha, Lives of Homer
You will not catch me staring at the sun
Not sucking on a dum dum, not turning round to run
No Hallelujahs and no kingdom comes
So you will not catch me staring at the sun
Do you hear that thunder?
That's the sound of strength in numbers
Fee fee fi fi fo fo fum
I smell the blood of a million sons
A million daughters from a hundred thousand guns
Not taught by our teachers on our curriculum
Do you hear that thunder?
That’s the sound of strength in numbers
I am I
Unify
—Idles, From “Grounds” on Ultra Mono, 2020
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The ancient narrative of the Christ found in the poses as well as the images
presented as icons, makes complete sense when we consider the narrative arc of the
myth: God so loved the world that he gave his only son to live among us as us; he lives in
order to die then conquers death through resurrection. To follow in this example of love,
Weems presents a model for walking in the life of others who put forth their bodies even
in death for justice’s sake. She commemorates their lived experience of sacrifice by
resurrecting them through the body of the living. It is an act of remembrance, so that their
names, faces, actions are not lost to us in the present nor to our descendants.
However, Weems appropriates the Christian narrative and subverts it. What had
been a story told through men about men with women in secondary roles is now a tale
told through women. She does so by inverting, or rather reverting the Christ narrative to
an older form. We see it with the woman in winter who awakens form her wintery tomb
to rise with the coming spring. She is Antigone, a heroine whose story descends from
Demeter and Persephone. She looks out toward the weeping women like Persephone. She
calls out for her mothers and sisters; 106 In return, the women look back to her. They are
like the grief-stricken Demeter, 107 calling for their stolen and violated sisters, mothers,
and daughters. It is a call and response, a song to the Gods on behalf of the lost women
from history embodied in the woman in winter. They plea for her return from the world
of the dead to the living, hopeful in the belief that ‘birth in death is possible.’ 108

Rich, “Motherhood and Daughterhood,” 240.
Pratt, Sherman, and Ruoff, “Myths.”
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qtd. in Rich, “Motherhood and Daughterhood,” 239.
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WEEMS (V.O.)
the woman faces a history

a history with a story that
has been told

a thousand times before.

CHORUS
She is risen

She is risen indeed!
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Returning the story to it to its most ancient telling, Weems returns us to the
lineage of mothers and daughters, uniting them to each other and to us. She places
women at the center of Constructing History as a commemorative narrative that sings
like a modern version of the Homeric hymn to Demeter. The women are all linked:
Weems, Gyun Hur, Tomoko and Ryoko Uemura, the endless weeping women, the
twelve women looking back and looking forward, Bernice and Coretta Scott King,
Angela Davis, Ashley Viera, Mary Ann Vecchio, the woman in winter, the Mayflower
girls, the woman in the background of Manet’s Olympia, the angels, the three Mary’s at
the tomb of Jesus, Antigone, Persephone, and Demeter. They grieve over a “shared
catastrophe.” 109 Grief is their intimate bond.
I am reminded of the scene in Cinema Paradiso, where the aged Maria is sitting
quietly in her chair knitting a sweater. She hears the doorbell, which she knows is her son
Salvatore returning after a long absence. She rises form her chair, drops her knitting
needle as she heads off to meet him outside at the gate. She unknowingly pulls the end of
yarn still connected to the sweater, partially undoing her work. It unravels with each step
she takes. The thread tightens and lengthens, never breaking. She is tethered to it, and it
to her home; and, as she greets Salvatore with a hug, she tethers him to her and to the life
contained in his boyhood home above. Weems is doing the same act but with history seen
through her gaze. She draws on the lineage, pulling on the thread of intimate grief found
in the deep shared past of women. Weems Overlays their grief on top of the history,
unraveling the stories we know to weave the women back in. In doing so, Weems takes
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Foley, “Interpretive Essay on the Homeric Hymn to Demeter,” 80.
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us on a journey to find the missing joys, disappointments, pain, and comfort yet to be rewitnessed and re-understood.
For Weems, “Wholeness has all kinds of fracture…[and] rupture in it, but it is a
wholeness nonetheless.” 110 Living up to that ideology, Weems’s uses pain towards
production, working within an aesthetics of woundedness, allowing her to interrogate our
anguish to uncover the “mystery” of the human condition that fleshes out a multi-layered
view of who we are. It is a radical unraveling of history, 111 deploying a syncretic method
that is many things at once. It is sensual, using the body to create utterances of history. It
is additive, blending voices to existing ones to create new pitches, hit new notes, tell
different stories, and retell old ones. It is heuristic, allowing students to learn through
research and apply their own artistic practices. It is communal in its insistence on
honoring the presence of students. It is transgressive in its counterinsurgency of the
archive, retrieving images, literature, and art, expanding what they say.
Within this aesthetic, remembrance is actively felt. Registered in the body. A
sensual experience put to muscle memory by studied and acted out gestures of care and
horror. the gestures give shape and meaning, making the memory of what was previously
unknown possible. The body is the bridge between the historical facts of the civil rights
era images and the collective memory of universal grief.
The act of remembering is performed within a communal space of creativity
where anything is possible. 112 In this space, Weems is the teacher guiding students

hooks, “Talking Art with Carrie Mae Weems,” 88.
hooks, 75.
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hooks, Teaching to Transgress, 8–9.
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through a rite of passage. She participates with them, establishing trust. Together, they
collaborate to create a collective yet diverse vision and understanding of what happened.
It is an interdependent process where the students rely on each other’s individual
experiences, which they fuse with their understanding of historical facts to competently
construct the past, which includes grief, trauma, and pain. To look at it requires a strength
and resilience that comes from their gathering. With their strength, pasts are rewritten, the
present re-understood, and the future redirected, making Constructing History a model of
self-determination.
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WEEMS (O.S.)

And now all things are unavoidable
Perhaps in shame we’ll turn away
but the crime remains.

The age of innocence has passed
and you are now responsible
for your own future.
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Epilogue

The ocean below is deceptively calm. The air above it rocks the plane violently. I
grab my seat cushion tightly. My heart races as my panic rises. I reach for my phone and
put on my headset. Willie Colón and Héctor Lavoe are playing. Still seated, I move my
body to cancel the turbulence. Back and forth my chest moves. My head bobs up and
down to the salsa beat. I imagine Colón and Lavoe in New York city, then as children in
Puerto Rico. I think of the island and my family and what it meant for my parents to
leave everyone they knew. I think of the photo of my grandfather. He is wearing a straw
hat and stands in front of a metal shack. Behind the shack sits our family’s farm. I
imagine the tobacco grown on it picked by my mother, her mother, and her mother’s
mother. I could never locate anyone past the three generations of women. They are lost,
that part of my family line erased somewhere between a novel virus, the middle passage,
and an occupation. It makes me sad. But somehow within the music, in my motion, I hear
them calling. I am reminded that I am the result of all those lives moving across the ocean
over 500 hundred years ago. Now, they move through me, aiding me as I ride the
turbulence.
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DISSOLVE TO

Figure 96 Carrie Mae Weems. 2008. The Beginning of Afro-Chic (or production still)
(Constructing History Series). Photograph. Google Arts and Culture, https://artsandculture.google.
com/asset/the-beginning-of-afro-chic/5AGMjR8lEy2UeQ.

CUT
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DISSOLVE TO
INT: THEATER-DARK
Carrie Mae Weems stands on a pedestal dressed in black. A
bright spotlight is on her. She looks out past the empty
desk and addresses the audience directly.

WEEMS
How we got to this point

is still one of the great

questions of the twentieth
century, and yet no viable
answer seems to be
forthcoming.

We simply know that something
extraordinary happened in
1968.

And what happened
how it happened

has changed everything

CUT
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DISSOLVE TO
INT: EMPTY THEATER-CLOSED CURTAINS
Weems stands behind a red velvet Stanchion. She grabs a

rope, unhooks it, and walks down the center aisle toward

the stage. A projected hologram of Aretha Franklin appears
on the closed red curtains. Franklin begins to sing.
CUE MUSIC: “Gentle on My Mind”
ARETHA FRANKLIN
(singing)
It's knowin' that your door
is always open
and your path is free to walk
That makes me know
that I can
leave my sleepin' bag
behind your couch
Yes, it does
It's knowin'
I'm not shackled
By forgotten
words and bonds
And your ink stains
that have dried
upon some line
Keeps you on the back roads
By the rivers of my memory
That keeps you ever
gentle on my mind

DISSOLVE
TITLE: THE END
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Mary Ann Vecchio
Ashley Viera

Olympia Woman

Weems
The Mourners

Coretta
Scott King

Vega Ortiz

Bernice
King

Woman in
winter

Tomoko Uemura
Ryoko Uemura

Gyun Hur

Curet
Ancestors
Woman
in
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Delia

Tamara Lanier

The Middle Passage
1492
Antigone
The Virgin
Mary

The endless weeping
Women looking forward
and looking back

The Three
Marys

Persephone
Demeter
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Appropriation Handbook

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

An act of appropriation is
sometimes an act of stealing
Sometimes an exploration
Sometimes a raid
Sometimes an act of selfishness
Sometimes a comparison and a
contrast
Sometimes an act of negotiation
Sometimes something that we
imagine…the possible or
impossible
Sometimes it's a marriage of a
singular idea coming together to
form yet another idea
Sometimes it's an attack on the
form itself
Sometimes it's simply a hand
well played
And sometimes it's simply
downright fun
Sometimes appropriation is
simply a lifting up, a kind of a
praise song, an homage to that
which has come before
Sometimes it's a critical
intervention

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

A kind of claiming and a
reclaiming of space
Sometimes it's a disruption
A violation of form
A challenge to certain kinds of
ideas
A realignment
A reassessment
A reconsideration
A reimagining again
Sometimes, of course, it's a
questioning of ownership
Sometimes, it's getting
something that you would not
have otherwise
Sometimes, appropriation is
underscoring that which has
come before
Sometimes appropriation is a
willful act of vengeance
Sometimes of course it simply
worrying the line and echoing the
past, coming back, and returning
to notions again and again and
again charting ways for the
future

t’s all about influence 113
113

Spotlight Lecture (00:07:24–00:10:10).
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Transcription
Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment, 2008
(McMullen Museum of Art)
This is a story within a story; how to enter this history, what to show, what to say,
what to feel. It was a creation myth, how things came to be as they are. In this
constructed place, our classroom, we revisit the past. The students examine the facts and
will participate in the construction of history, a history that has been told to them by
others. But now, with their own bodies, they engage their own dark terrain, their own
winter.
Some of the children are young, learning about civil rights, human rights, for the
first time. A teacher will guide them through lessons. For many of them the day will be
long and hard, and for others, painful. Some things will be difficult for them to see.
Snow is falling. The students are attentive, curious, anxious. They know that the
day will not be a normal day, will not be child’s play. They will see things meant for
older eyes, but they need to know. There are now schools for suicide bombers.
Lawlessness is everywhere, corruption rampant.
She tells the students that the bright lights of history are now shining down on
them, on them, on her, on them and us together. And now all things are unavoidable.
Perhaps in shame we’ll turn away, but the crime remains. The age of innocence has
passed, and you are now responsible for your own future.

How we got to this point is still one of the great questions of the twentieth
century, and yet no viable answer seems to be forthcoming. We simply know that
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something extraordinary happened in 1968. And what happened, how it happened, has
changed everything. Earlier, in the 1940s, a startling thing happened. A bomb more
powerful than life itself was dropped on Japan. Hiroshima. Nagasaki. And we knew that
the world was now completely, completely ours to destroy. And if left in the wrong
hands, would be destroyed. Life gone in a moment, in the flash, in the blink of an eye.
This is a story within a story. A key, a peephole.
The teacher tells the students that when she was young, maybe thirteen, maybe
fourteen when it all started. Her world, like theirs, had been a world for the most part that
was filled with play, with fun. Like them, she had been protected from the horror, from
the horrors of the world, had been shrouded in comfort, in innocence. Then came the war.
The war, the war, the war to end all wars. And the assassinations, and the murders. And
things changed.
There were protests, marches, demonstrations, riots. Here and there, everywhere
there were murders of the famous and the not so famous. Hundreds, thousands, millions
of unknowns. Like thousands of others, she joined the demonstrations and felt the crush
of the police baton on her back too, and ran for cover, regrouped, and demonstrated
again.

Once upon a time, you could not vote. You could not enter a store. You could not
try on a pair of pants. You could not take a casual stroll. You could not speak unless
spoken to. You could not be unless recognized. You could not sit at a lunch counter. You
couldn’t see a movie. You could not, could not, could not.
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If you were black, if you were black, maybe that was a good place to start, to
begin. Though it might be hard for students to understand, to believe that perhaps that
was a good place to start the tale, if you were black.
I go to a diner for coffee, nothing more. The waitress is beautiful, she is white.
She pours me a cup of coffee and I talk to her. Jim Crow is almost out of our system. I
talk to her about things that matter. She knew some of these things, but not everything,
not everything on my mind, not everything that had happened. I ask her for coffee. She
pours and readies herself to hear a story, to hear the tale. The story makes her
uncomfortable. The hard layer of reality rattles her. I could see it in her eyes.
A Woman in Winter
A woman stands in the fall of winter, the beginning of spring, reflecting,
considering, imagining, contemplating the past, imagining the future. With one step, she
could be in the future in an instant, or in the past, or in the moment, the now. But to get to
now, to this moment, she needs to look back over the landscape of memory. Lost in
memory, the woman faces a history, a history with a story that has been told a thousand
times before. If you look on the horizon, here and there, first seen, now hidden, are little
sightings of hope or dreams, of memories. If you look closely, through the corridors of
time, even within the horror, one can see the fluttering wings of doves, wings like time,
batting out beats of hope. Hope was the thing missed, the thing hoped for. You could
almost taste it. But it was just out of reach, just above your head.
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The Fall: The Assassinations
Exhausted from the tyranny, the lies, the manipulation, the mystery, the mayhem,
the assassinations, we stumble, strung out, stunned, looking back over our shoulders, with
fingers crossed. The strategic manipulation of politics and public opinion has had its way,
we’re tired.
There is the murder of Medgar Evers. The assassination of Martin. The
assassination of Gandhi. The public assassination of John Kennedy. The assassination
and murder of innocent students. The primetime assassination of Robert Kennedy. The
assassination of Che Guevara. The assassination of Allende. The assassination of Patrice
Lumumba. The assassinations...the assassinations...the assassinations. The brutal
assassination of millions of Jews. Jews gassed for the size of their nose, the bent of an
ear, for religious belief, for the jobs they held, for the trades they applied, for the color of
their skin, the texture of their hair, the place of origins.

Evidence
It’s 2008, the year Clinton and Obama are running for the presidency of the
United States. Opportunistic and a woman, Clinton loses to Obama. Stunned by the upset
she stalls for time. Surely a mistake has been made. Perhaps a recount will be necessary.
Something, anything that proves that she’d won, and won by a large margin. After a time,
she concedes, accepts the hand of fate, and gets behind the man. Some Republicans do
the same, believing the strategy key to rebuilding the Republican Party. She wonders
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about this, about this kind of power backing an unknown, an unexamined, a man who
appears almost from out of the void
She gathers her friends about her and she asks the question: Is it absolute power
resolving itself to the changing landscape, the changing demographics, or a new face on
an old game, the politics, the circus, the power, the cool, the distant, the ability to bide
one’s time. Is it proof that the sun is setting on the empire? she asked. Evidence that the
president is a mere figurehead. Evidence that America is changing. Evidence of
conspiracy. Evidence of acquiescence. Evidence that the popular vote doesn’t matter.
Evidence of backdoor politics. Evidence of a proper education. Evidence of the declining
significance of race. Evidence that a change has come. Evidence that democracy was
winning. Evidence that tyranny was winning. 114
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Weems, “Transcription: Constructing History: A Requiem to Mark the Moment, 2008.”
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